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WEATHER FORECAST

Cloudy' With Showers
Tonight and
Thursday

1
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HALLEYS COMET TRAILED
Lick Observatory, May 31. Halley
comet, which was nearest to the sun
and to the earth and at its greatest
brill'ar.cy more than a year ago, has
been followed on its journey into dis
tant space with the telescopes of the
Lick Observatory. The comet is now
a little farther than Jupiter is from
the sun, that is about 500,000,000
miles, out Astronomer Curtis has
HE WILL ASSUME photographed it with Crossley reflec URGES DEMOCRATS NOT TO STUL- UNDERSTOOD
tors on two nights this week exactly
TIFY THEMSELVES BY VOTING
CHARGE OF CAMFIELD IRRIGAin the predicted positions. Even with
FOR WOOL SCHEDULE
TION SYSTEM
the powerful photographic telescope
the image of the comet is extremely
WAY faint on the plates, and it would no CHAIRMAN UNDERWOOD MARK
ARRANGEMENTSJNDER
doubt be invisible in the most power
ful telescopes if looked for visually,
OF THE The comet is now sixty per cent far PEERLESS ONE DOES NOT SPARE
F. B. GIBSON, AN OFFICIAL
ther from the sun than it was when
SETTLING
MAJORITY LEADER IN SCATHCOMPANY, HERE
was discov
sun
its
to
the
approach
ING DENUNCIATION
UP ITS DEBTS
ered photographically in September,

F. II. PIERCE TO

BRYAN ATTACKS

SEE PROJECT

TAR1FFPR0GRAM

THROUGH

OF THEJiOUSE

191

CITY EDITION

1

BARTON MILLER ON TRIAL
Washington, May 31. John Barton A
of
Miller, former secretary-treasure- r
Build
the defunct First
Ing Association of Georgetown, was
arraigned for trial today on charges
growing out of the failure of the as
sociation. Miller is to be tried on an
Indictment charging him with destroy
ing the books of the association and
also retried on a charge of embezzle
NORTHERN
ment. He was convicted on the em GREAT
RAILROAD
bezzlement charge a year ago and sen
COMPANY PROVIDES
FOR REtenced to serve twenty years In the
FUNDING OF OBLIGATIONS
penitentiary. A new trial was later
gianted on appeal to the district
court of appeals.
STATEMENT BY J. J. HILL

MORTGAGE FOR

SIX BILLIONS
EXECUTED

,

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Madrid, May 31 From royal rel

''4

FINAN
HE EXPLAINS UNUSUAL
CIAL TRANSACTION IN A PUB-

GOING TO EL PORVENIR

CHIMIN

AL
Provided the daily deluge does not
occur the Knights of Columbus will
tomorrow escort Rev. Father William
O'Ryan of Denver on an automobile
trip to El Porvenir. Governor Wil
liam J. Mills has been asked to ac
company the party as the guest of
the Knights and has accepted. Dr.
Prank H. H. Roberts, president of the
Normal university, and several mem
berg of the board of regents of that WICKERSHAM WILL PROSECUTE
STANDARD OIL AND TOBACCO
Institution will be members of the
party. The trip will be made in four
COMPANY HEADS
automobiles which will leave the city
in the morning at 9 o'clock. A bounte
ous dinner will be served at El Por APPEARS BEFORE COMMITTEE
venir and the visitors will be given
an opportunity to view the splendid
ATTEMPT TO SECURE CONVIC
scenery. Father O'Ryan was expect
TIONS TO FOLLOW RECENT
ed to arrive this evening on Santa
COURT DECISIONS
Fe train No. 7. He left Denver yes
terday.

ACTION

AGAINST TRUST
OFFICIALS

atives in England, France, Austria
LIC ANNOUNCEMENT
and Italy a multitude of handsome
gifts were received at the royal pal1909.
ace today to remind King Alfonso
SPEAKER CLARK IS SILENT and Queen Victoria of itheir fifth THE FUTURE PROVIDED FOR
ADMITS ACCEPTING BIG FEE
ULTIMATE SUCCESS ASSURED
RUNAWAY BOY ARRESTED
EDITORS TO VISIT N. Y.
wedding anniversary. The marriage
Albert Auge, a young man of Albu
Columbia, S. C, May 31. The mem ON ADVICE OF HIS FRIENDS, HE cf his majesty and Princess Victoria OUT OF VAST 8UM THUS SECUR querque,
WILL ACT AS
LAS VEGAS MAN
aged 20 years, is being de ATTORNEY GENERAL GOT $26,000
was
celebrated
Eugenie of Battenbergbers of the South Carolina Press As
SUEMFOR
BE
GENERAL
WILL
tained
here
BECOME
TO
$270,000,000
ED,
REFUSES
by the police until the
AND
FOR SERVICES
TRUSTEE
RENDERED
in this city May 31, 1906. The king
sociation rallied here in force today
arrival
of
his
WORK
father, who will escort
IMPROVEMENTS
FEUD
IN
OF
PARTY
BROILED
birth,
had just passed his twentieth
PERINTENDENT
AMERICAN SUGAR CO.
for what promises to be the most not
him back to the parental mansion.
day, while his brith was about one
able annual meeting ever held by their
Auge started out on a runaway
Young
31.
taken by association. In addition to discussing
May
Speaker year his junior.
St. Paul, Minn., May 31. A move
Washington,
Washington, May 31. The recent
Important action is being
to make his fortune in
trip,
expecting
declined
Clark
positively
company
today
Champ
a wide variety of subjects relating to
that is strongly suggestive here of the east or do some similar stunt, decisions of the Supreme Court of the
the Camfield Development
for
to comment on W. J. Bryan's appeal BRYAN AND PARKER TO SPEAK
of Greeley, Colo., in preparation
newspaper making the editors will
railroad operations on the ecole of the When his father missed him he noti United States in the Standard Oil and
St. Paul, Minn., May 31. Arrange
work on have Governor Woodrow Wilson of to the democrats, not to masquerade
the immediate resumption of
the Las New
under the guise of a tariff for revenue ments are all completed for the big Northern Securities company merger, fied the Albuquerque police; who ask American Tobacco cases will result in
Jersey here to deliver an address
the big Irrigation project on construcJ. J. Hill, ed Chief Ben Coles to stop the boy a sweeping attempt to secure criminal
the
on Friday evening. The business only, in voting for the Underwood re democratic conference here tomorrow was announced today by
Vegas land grant, for
was of the
vision of the wool schedule, nor would in which the party leaders of all the chairman of the Great Northern Rail- here. Young Auge was a passenger on convictions for violations of the Shertion of which the company
meeting will be concluded SatSanta Fe train No. 8 this morning
months
and the next day the editors, ac Mr. Clark discuss the reply to Mr, northwestern states will take part. iroad company, when in a statement when Officer E. C. Ward found him man anti-trulaw. according to Atawarded a contract several
urday
deThe conference will be followed by a
It Is asserted that no more
companied by a large party of rela Bryan, made last night, by the major
he made public the execution ol a and took him in charge. The young torney General Wickersham, who apThe Speaker's close great banquet in the evening at which
lays' will be encountered and that the tives and friends, will go to Charles ity leader.
$6,000,000,000 first and refunding mort- man is the son of an Albuquerque peared today before the house comto
completion
friends,
recognizing that his present William J. Bryan of Nebraska and
ton and take a steamer for New York,
mittee on expenditures in the departproject will be carried
B.
exNew
of
gage to secure bonds for the Great alderman.
York are
Parker
, Rneedilv as men ana muuej
where a week will be spent in sight position is difficult, have advised him Alton
ment of justice investigation.
Northern and Chicago, Burlington and
aeainst becoming embroiled in the pected to be the chief speakers.
modern machinery can do the work. seeing.
The attorney general in the course
The statement
;arty feud.
railroads.
v B. Gibson, secretary and treas
Ouincy
of his examination before the com
in
Chairman Underwood, smarting un
urer of the Camfield company, is
mittee testified that he had advised
says:
ACCIDENTS MAR
He is
der the Bryan attack, is exerting every
oa Ha representative.
u.
ex
is
the
United States Steel corporation
the
size
FLEEING
of
mortgage
CONVICTS
"The
vote
and energies SDN STAR WINS
effort now to insure a
on several occasions from 1901 to
putting all of his time
outstandthe
that
the
fact
plained by
to
of the democratic members of the com
1909, during his connection with the
in the work at hand and expects
AVIATION RACE law
anmittee at tomorrow's caucus.
The
ing obligations of the company, which
film of Strong and Cad waller, and
be able to make some important
ARE
RECAPTURED
THE
EPSOM DERBY new bill closely resembles the Wilson
are to be refunded, amount approxinouncements within the next few
Also that he had received his share
11, except as to raw wool, the duty
of the fee turned into the firm for
mately to $330,000,000. Included, how THREE
days.
OF
COMPETITORS IN
on which is cut from the present rate
the
is
to the American Sugar Reservices
It is understood that the company IT
last
named,
the
in
figures!
inWAS A RUNAWAY RACE FOR of 11 cents a pound to about five cents TRIO OF PRISONERS WHO ESCAP ever,
CONTEST
is disposing of all indebtedness
fining
of
company,
personally attended
and
obligation
direct
contingent
ED FROM ROAD GANG, CAUGHT
O. B.
TWENTY-SIFAVORITE
GALVICTIMS OF MISHAPS
pound.
to by Henry W. Taft, a brother of
curred by the
on
joint
the
Burlington
company
the
NEAR AGUA ZARCA
Mr. Underwood's committee room
LOPERS STARTED
the president. Mr. Wickersham said
Underwood, in the work that has been
scene to
fours, maturing in 1912, and aggregatpresented a busy round-udone up to the present time. The
Pisa, Italy, May 31. Accidents of his share was about $26,000.
democratic members of the' va- It will be back to the penitentiary ing $222,400,000. Covering a future of a more serious nature than any which Mr. Wickersham said that after he
Camfield company also Is paying such
Epsom Downs, Eng., May 31. En: day,
ious
state
summon
Las
in
it
Vegas,
delegations
owed
'or
being
Jack Padgett Paul Owen and fifty years approximately $270,000,000 have occurred since the flight wa3 be became United States attorney gen-- "
bills as are
by
gland's blue ribbon turf event, the Ep ed in to test the poll of the
strength John Hart, three convicts who escaped in bonds therefore will be available gun, marred the Nice to Rome stage eral, John Henry Hammond repre
according to the report. When these som
Derby .with a money value of in support of the. schedule. As a result from the road gang at Tecolote last
sented Strong and Cadwaller as counof the 1,300 miles
matters have been attended to, the apdouble-trackinof
for
this
$32,500,
Pierce
sel for the
at a dis of the inquiry, Mr. Underwood remain- Wednesday night. The men were lo- ior general corporate purposes,
H.
of
F.
race
today.
Sugar trust in
pointment
and additional mileage. Since
Three of the competitors, the the purchase of the Friar lands. He
city, as trustee and local representative tance of about one mile and a half, ed firm in hia conviction that the bill cated yesterday near Agua Zarca and
years ago the Frenchmen Garros and Beaumont and added that at the time he gave his
were arrested by deputies from the its beginning thirty-tw- o
of the Camfield company is expected was won today by J. B. Joel's Sun would be ratified by a big majority.
Speaker Clark's attitude on the wool office of Sheriff Secundino Romero. Great Northern has expended between the German Frey, all met with mis- opinion, permitting the sale of these
to be announced. Mr. Pierce will Star, the favorite. Lord Derby's Stead
question from the beginning has been The men had been enjoying liberty $350,000,000 and $400,000,000 out of its haps today, which damaged their ma lands, he did not know Hammond rephave general direction of the
fast was second, and Royal Tender, a conservative one. He has apparent- for
work and .assume the renearly a week. They were unable, capital and earnings. The provisions chines and Frey himself, was slight resented the president of the American Sugar Refining company, Mr.
horses started, the ly stood with Mr. Underwood and oth- however, to make their way out of made ior the future in consideration ly injured.
accord- third. Twenty-sisponsibility for Its completion
er members of the ways and means New Mexico. All three convicts were of the
Havemeyer.
in
field
which
contract.
Is
who
largest
years.
as
hailed
to
territory
the
Garros,
the
being
rapidly growing
ing
When asked about the connection
Sun Star, the winner is a brown colt committee, who have insisted on the in for short terms, which they had re- Great Northern lines serve, would victor of the long flight, left Cascine
Though work has been delayed on
cf
the firm with United States Steel
a
behavior.
of
small
revenue
for
unforeseen
somewhat
necessity
duced
The
good
duty
di
occasions
by
conservative.
San
though
before
sunrise today,
various
Rossore,
seem intelligently
by Sundridge, out of Dorris. He won
Their present standing, however, will company evidently has made ample for the Italian capital. He flew away affairs, Mr. Wickersham Bald:
obstacles which have arisen, the Cam- the 2,000 guinea stakes at New Mar- purposes on raw wool.
"I personally have advised the
Among members of the house of rep- compel them to forfeit their good financial provision to enable it to keep at tremendous speed, but after cover
Xleld company is not discouraged. It ket on April 26, last, and had been a
is understood it has made arrange heavy favorite at 7 to 4 in the beeting. resentatives, democrats and republi- behavior credits. The men will be its facilities and extensions equal to ing a few miles, his monoplane sud- United States Steel corporation in
cans
to the penitentiary in the all demands that a rapidly growing denly fell to the ground and was one or two matters."
ments to provide plenty of money for
Harry Payne Whitney's All Gold, tariff alike, the dispute over the wool returned
"Did Strong and Cadwaller ever
havA reward of $25 had
new
near
about
Mr.
future.
brought
plans
the
by
Bryan's
project,
and
financing
Louis Wlnans' Adam Bede, the
country may make on it and at the wrecked. Garros was not hurt and he
the New York Cotton ExleadeVs
men
Warden
work
represent
on
attack
the
since
the
democratic
been
for
by
upon
placed
same time, to maintain the highest hurried back to Pisa to await the ar
ing been made necessary
only two American horses to start,
asked Chairman Beall.
change?"
drafting a revenue measure instead of Cleofes Romero.
was begun, due to a technicality which were unplaced.
a
new
of
rival
service.
of
standard
aeroplane.
and most efficient
'Yes, Henry W. Taft was counsel
was overlooked by the company when
Beaumont and Frey, who left Genoa
Sun Star won by two lengths. The putting raw wool on the free list, was
Future issuance of bonds against propfor the Exchange," Mr. Wickersham
carof
the
discussion
subject
lively
It first formulated its scheme for
this
today.
for
both
mistook
Rome,
morning
presence of King George and Queen
erty acquired is safeguarded by the
replied, "and I think he still continues
considerable talk is looked at RECIPROCITY FOES
rying on the work.
restrictions usually found in mort- the race course here for the aerodrome
Mary tended to make the Coronation Though
that capacity. "
Several weeks ago construction Derby a record one. On the famous the caucus tomorrow, Mr. Underwood,
di
at
San Rossore, the estate
Cascine
gages of this kind."
The
chairman of the fcommitt.ee
was
of
chairman
the ways and means
work at the damsite practically
STONE
of King Victor Emmanuel and londed
downs were tens of thousands of perGRILLEDJY
sought
announced
particularly to learn of the
has
been
insists
it
committee,
but
that
his
abandoned,
position
heavily. Their machines turned somsons, including many Americans.
reSPECTACULAR LOSSES ersaults and ,were badly damaged. attorney general why the department
repeatedly that activities would be
Much American money was placed will be eup ported by at leaBt
of justice and the treasury departof the members.
EXPOSES ALLEN AND
SENATOR
sumed. The Camfield company, from on Adam Bede, John Madden's
Frey was slightly Injured. Beaumont ment
colt,
accepted a two million dollar
soon repaired his aeroplane and re
the action now being taken by it, which ran under the colors of Louis
GRAHAM AT LAST DAY'S HEARSTOCKEXCHANGE
ON
settlement
i'rom the American Sugar
faith
in
Is
good
working
evidently
sumed his flight toward Rome.
ING BEFORE COMMITTEE
Winans, and Leopold de Rothehild's TRAIN DISPATCHER
Refining company as restitution for
and will complete the irrigation pro pietri, ridden by
Danny Maher, the
undervaluations at the port of New.
AMERICAN TOBACCO HAMMERED
ject according to schedule. This will American jockey.
Beaumont Reaches Home
Washington, May 31 What was exYork, rather than enforce the severe
of
Las
be good news to every citizen
PRICES
82
POINTS
DOWN
IS RAVING MANIAC
Rome, May 31. Andre Beaumont, penalty provided by the law.
of the hearlast
to
be
the
day
Mexico.
New
Northern
pected
and
Vegas
FLUCTUATED VIOLENTLY
the French aviator, arrived here at
Mr. Wickersham replied that the
ings on the Canadlanreciprocity bill,
REGULARS KEENLY
3:55 o'clock this, afternoon. He was
felt the evidence at hand
department
NEBRASKA
was
WRECK, WHICH KILL- by the senate finance committee,
CAPTAIN VEGA SHOT
New York, May 31. The American the first contestant in the Paris-Rom- e
was not sufficient to support a claim
31
ED
San Diego, Calif., May
Captain
SIXTEEN, NOT HIS FAULT
featured today by the appearance of Tobacco decision and the reduction of Turin aviation flight to reach Rome, for penalties,
ENJOHONG HIKE
though it was his be
Tonv Veea. of the rebel forces at
OPERATOR SAYS
John P. Allen and Whidden Graham, prices of steel, combined to upset the the end of the second stage of the race, lief that restitution was made be
MexTla Juana, who shot and killed a
stock market this afternoon, and prices thus winning a $20,000 cash prize.
cause the corporation feared penalof the firm of Allen and Graham, New
a gen- ican named Pachicho, during a row MARCH OF 4,200 SOLDIERS UNDER
ties would be imposed.
McCook, Neb., May 31. Anglish at York, who are said to have been em- fluctuated violently. Following
was taken out and executed by a rebel
GENERAL MILLS IN TEXAS
eial rise in London, the market here
"Then it was
the
judgment," sug- he
which
wreck
says he could not ployed to "manufacture sentiment"
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL
TO gested Mr. Beall,your
firing squad soon after sunrise today.
opened with substantial gains in al- BROKERS UNABLE
notwithstand
"that
when
sixteen persons were among the farmers of the country in most all of the prominent stocks, with
prevent,
that the government had access
ing
Houston, Tex., May 31. Refreshed killed and twenty injured in the col- opposition to the agreement.
the exception of United States Steel
FILL WHEAT ORDER to a memorandum book, showing tlie
DEPOSED FEDERALS
by a splendid breeze, the 4,200 regu- lision of two fast trains on the Burreal weight of sugar imported and to
was at the instance of Senator and Amalgamated Copper.
It
lars of General Albert L. Mills' comBy the time trading was well unbooks showing fraudmlent weights, if
lington railroad, has crazed Ray Lyon, Stone that they were summoned to
der way, however, the market began HEROIC EFFORTS OF NO
GO TO LOS ANGELES mand, broke camp at League City this the dispatrbw here. Two men held
the government had attempted to col
appear before the committee to tell to show the effect of heavy selling.
mile march
FINISH OF SPECUmorning for a twenty-twlect the penalties there would be
to Dumont, ten miles from Houston, him in bed last night while he raved. what part they have taken in the pro- The pressure, which was directed parLATIVE GRAIN TRADE
strong probabilty of failure."
GENERAL TORRES WILL LATER where they will bivouac tonight. Al- He says that he gave orders for the
of opposition to reciprocity. ticularly against United States Steel,
'Yes." Mr. Wickersham answered,
paganda
RETURN TO MEXICO BUT NOT
though yesterday was the hottest May trains to meet at a siding at Red WilChicago, May 31. The leaders of I think the $2,000,000 settlement was
Senator Stone declared that Allen Quickly resulted in a general set back.
COLONEL CHIAPAS
day in south Texas in many years, low.
The most spectacular losses occurred the present May wheat deal have, it the best possible arrangement"
and Graham were "promoters" and on the
the mercury ranging around 90, there
curb, where American Tobacco is said, bought between twelve and
The attorney general denied that
on
the
east
the
conductor
Rank,
Tucson, Ariz., May 31. General were no serious prostrations among bound flyer, says that his orders did that they were "not practicing attor- dropped 75 points during the morning, fifteen million bushels of wheat for there was any agreement preventing
Luis Torres, former governor of So- - the soldiers. Of forty men who drop- not tell him to meet the westbound neys or lawyers," tnus controverting or to 425. The losses were extended May delivery, and it is not likely this criminal prosecution.
nora, and Colonel Francisco Chiapas, ped out yesterday, nearly all were train there. He ran through, expect-:n- the declaration made to the commit- during the second hour. Union Pacific amount can be turned over by tonight,
That right," he said, "was special
late prefect of Mocteumaz, left Tuc back in their places today.
to receive the order at Indianola, tee recently by N. P. Hull, master of fell 3 points and Reading $ points although during the last few days ly reserved by the government."
Gra- below their opening prices and United heroic efforts have been made to
son last night for Los Angeles. Be
get
nine miles east of here. Just as he Michigan Grange, that Allen and
OFFICERS AND CASH GONE
advisas
fore his departure, Genera Torres
been
ham
had
legal
States Steel dropped to 3 points be- the wheat here. Some drastic Invesacting
was outside of Indianola the two trains
REBEL. MOVE ON CHIHUAHUA
San Diego, Calif., May 31. The sum
started his private secretary, Enrique
ers for the National Grange. The firm, low Monday's closing. Bonds were tigations may follow the wind-u- p
of
crashed together in the fog.
Cortes for Mexico City to ascertain of $8,000 is reported to 'have disapCasas Grandes, May 31. General
It was learned, was sending out for easy.
the latest sensation of the speculafor him whether he may later return peared from the treasury at Tia Juana,
Pascual Orozco and two thousand,
some of the officers of the National
A further decline in American To- tive grain trade.
r
with safety to his home in Hermo-sillo-. Lower California. "General" C. Rhys
armed insurrectos, accompanied by
NEWSPAPER MEN BARRED
Grange, literature warning farmers In bacco to 418, placed It 82 points
Colonel Chiapas, said to be re- Pryce, commander of the rebel force
nurses and Boctors, and carrying food
Columbus, Oy May 31. The senate all parts of the country that the reciRAIN STORM GENERAL
Monday's closing and 102 points
sponsible for the execution of the in- - which caputured the town, and Adju- today barred a number of newspaper procity agreement would injure them below its record price of last week.
Reports of heavy rains at Trinidad, for man and beast In wagons drawn
eurrecto leader. Colonel Talamantes tant Hopkins, could not be found in men from the floor of the senate for and asking them to contribute to the
The Raton and Santa Fe reached this city by ten mules, left here last n'a;ht for
The market closed strong.
are
and his two sons, expects to remain Tia Juana today and no one there refusing to testify In the bribery CHuse. Manufacturers also were asked short Interests covered extensively In this afternoon. So far no damage Chihuahua. The insurreto
could say where they were.
in Los Angeles.
to take charge of the state capital.
cases. ,
for financial aid.
the closing hours.
from floods has resulted.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
American Polo association in this re
spect.
The folowing definition of "off side"
play is given by the captain of the
British team: "A player it off side
when at the time of the ball being
hit no member of the opposing team
is between him and the opposing
team's goal or goal line, and he is
neither playing the ball himself nor
behind one of his own team who is
CLUB, LONG IS- playing it."
MEADOWBROOK
The idea of this rule, aa explained
LAND, SCENE OF OPENING
MATCH TODAY
by the visiting pololsts is to prevent
I
the first forward from cruising around
New York, May 31. Polo enthu between the man playing back for
the other team and. that other team's
siasts- and society folk gathered In
goal, waiting for some member of his
force at the Meadowbrook club on own team to send the ball to him for
Long Island today for the opening slamming it through the goal. This
match In the international cup con way of playing, the visitors declare.
tests. The tournament will continue robs polo of half its interest and reduces It to a series of rapid rushes
until June 7.
first for one goal and then for the
best
the
contestants
The
represent
other.
polo talent of Great Britain and Amer
But the American rules do not draw
ica, The prize is the American Chal
line against playing off side and
the
of
side
on
this
held
now
cup,
lenge
the
cup is to be played for under
car
team
the Atlantic. The British
ries the colors of the Hurlinghara American rules because the cup is
club and 1b made up of the best polo held here by virtue of Harry Payne
King Whitney's team having captured it in
players In the British army.
London two years ago.
George, himself an ardent polo enthu
the
of
selection
in
Originally the International polo cup
the
aided
siast,
was played for at Newport in 1886
players.
and was won and carried away from
Fifty thousand dollars, half of It don
America
by an English team which
and
the
club
ated by the Hurllngham
until June, 1909. The Am
it
retained
remainder given by public subscripteam that lost the cup in 1886
erican
to
in
was
raised
defray
England
tion,
the expenses of sending the team to was made up of Thomas Hitchcock,
BelAmerica to try for the coveted trophy. captain; Foxhall Keene, Raymond
K.
Thorn.
W.
mont
and
The British team reached this counTen years ago Foxhall Keene ortry early in April and has spent nearly two months in training and prac- ganized a team composed of himself,
tice work. The team is headed by the two Waterburys, John E. Cowdin,
Captain Hardress Lloyd, who is ac- and Rudolph Agasslz, as an extra
knowledged to be one of the most player, to recover the cup. But the
cup did not come back until Harry
skillful players in the world.
The American team is made up of Payne Whitney had spent two years
Meadowbrook players, the most of In preparing an expedition of four
whom played in the matches in En- players whose team work had been
to a state of perfection never
gland which brought the cup to Amer- brought
Atica. Harry Payne Whitney is the cap- approached on either side of the
In India and who were
nor
lantic
tain of the defending team. The other members are Lawrence and J. M. mounted on the bestatpolo ponies that
could be purchased
any price. The
Waterbury, Jr., and Devereaux
fastest and cleverest of these ponies
are still at the disposal of the AmeriThe present tournament
affords can cvp defenders and many more
practically the first oportunlty for polo of the highest quality have been purenthusiasts in this country to witness chased at a great cost in England,
a big international match. Since 1886 Ireland and India, the stronghold of
when the American cup was won by British
polo.
an English team, at Newport, the
"The Americans have acquired pracmatches for it have been played in
tically all the very best polo ponies
England. But the victory of Harry
developed in our country during the
Payne Whitney and his team-mate- s
five years," Captain Hardress
two years ago brought the cup to this last
of the British team said before
Lloyd
country, after 23 years, and England the
game
todaj.
now must win Jt back on American
This policy of scouring the world
Boll before it again crosses the awter.
for the best polo mounts, regardless
A change which militates against
of cost, has been decried by many
the playing form of the visitors is American
sportsmen, who declare it
the heavy growth of grass and soft reduces the matches for the Ameriturf of the polo field on Long Island. can
cup to the basis of which
In India, the cradle of polo for the team polo
has the deepest purse. It is
British cavalry, the grounds are alsaid that an effort is on foot to get
most barren of grass and baked as
away from this state of affairs for
lard as a pavement by the tropical future
international games by using
sun. Members of the challenging
American bred ponies or horses
only
team say that the dead and slow turf
for the American team, so that uncle
which they find on Long Island necSam may stand or fall by his own
essitates quite a different style of
and men.
horses
play than that to which they were accustomed.
'
The visitors also find a striking difAMERICAN
ference7 in the rules of the game here, MURDERED
in that there is no such thing as "off
side" in the American game while in
FORMER JMORADDAN
all other countries there is a strict
rule against what is designated as
"off side" play. It is admitted by ROBERT J. SWEASEY ONCE WORK.
the members of the American team
ED AT SOPRIS MINING CAMP
as well as the challengers that the
NEAR TRINIDAD
game has been changed vitally by the

INTERNATIONAL
S
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CELEBRATES HIS

MAKES WRECKS

IN GOTHAM

7 OTH BIRTHDAY

IMPOSSIBLE

Mil-bur-

KIBAI CARPENTER'S
WONDERFUL
OF

ROB

CURE

m

"1 have been afflicted for twenty years
with an obstinate skin disease, called by ion!
M. U.'s. psoriasis, and others leprosy,
on my scalp; and in spit of all I
could do, Willi the help ot the most skilful
doi in s, it slowly but surely extended until a
yisir a co thk winter It covered my entire
person in the lorm of dry acales. For the
last three years 1 have been unable to do any
labor, and suffering Intensely all the time,
mornln? there would be nearly a dust-rmnf- ul
of scales taken from the iheet on my
bed, some of them half a laree as the enva.
lope rontalninr this letter. In the l8tter part
of winter my skin commenced cracking open.
I tried everything, almost, that could be
relief. The 12th of
thought of, without
June I started West, any
In hones I could reach
I TenrheM fWrnit mnA mmm
the Hot Snrinp
I ehould have to to to the
jo low I thought
fO'P'tal, but finally got is far aa Laming,
Mich., where I had a sister living. One
treated me about two weeks, but did
Ir.
me no good. All thought I had
but short
time to live. I earnestly praved to die.
Cracked through the skin all over my back,
cross my ribs, arms, hands, limbs; feet badly
ls
swollen ;
came off; finger-nai- ls
dead
Mo hard as a hone; hair dead, dry and lifeless
old
straw.
O my Godl how I did suffer.
i
"My sister wouldn't give up; said, 'We
will try Cutlcjira.'
Borne was applied on one
hand and arm. Eurekal there
was relief;
the
terrible
stopped
burning sensation from
the word go. They lmmrdiately got Cutlcura
Resolvent, Ointment and Soap. I commenced
by taking Cuticura Kesolvent three times a
ay after meals; had a bath once a day, water
bout hlood heat; used Cutlcura Boap freely;
applied Cutlcura Ointment morning and evening. Result: returned to my home in Just six
weeks from the time I left, and my skin as
smooth as this sheet of paper.
Hiram E.
vaxpenter, Henderson, N. v."
The above remarkable testimonial was
written January 19, 1880, and is republished
because of the permanency of the eure.
Under date of April 22, 1910, Mr. Carpenter
wrote from his present home, 610 Walnut
Bt. So., Lansing, Mich.: "1 have never
suffered a return of the psoriasis and
although many years have passed I have
pot forgotten the terrible suffering I endured
, oeiore usuig tne cutlcura iteineoiea."
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Cummer Footwear
rm'ivi'ii the newest, most desira-bl- e
CANVAS
summer motltli In Footwear. WHITE
We litiv? just

BROTHER

OF JOHN D., RATED AS ELECTRIC

SECOND RICHEST MAN IN
UNITED STATES

SIGNAL

AUTOMATIC

SAFETY

be extremely popular lor the summer months,
in both hijih and low models.
A Rich (iolden Brown Velvet will also be much
Also Patent Leather,
in vojue for dre.vs ot (ttsions.
Velvet and Suede Pumps and Oxfords.

SA4D TO SURPASS

will

ALL OTHER DEVICES

New York, May 31. William Rockefeller who, next to his elder brother,
John D. Rockefeller, is probably the
richest man in the United States,
his seventieth
quietly celebrated
birthday1
today. Mr.
anniversary
Rockefeller was born In Tioga county,
New York, but removed with his parents early In his boyhood to Cleveland
and attended the public schools in
that city.
The faculties of perception and acquisitiveness were the most conspicuous traits in his character, when at
the ago of seventeen he dropped his
school books and became a bookkeepe
er for a miller. Before he was
he had formed a connection
with a rival flour mill and had just
when he became a
turned twenty-on- e
partner in the concern. In 1864 he
went into, the oil business in a modest way with his brother, John D., in
Cleveland. The brothers, who had as
sociated with them Samuel Andrews,
a veteran in the oil business, built a
little refinery which they called the
Standard Oil works. This was the
modest beginning of the gigantic corporation which the Supreme Court of
the United Staties recently decided
was too powerful to be permitted to
exist and ordered that it be dissolved within six months.
William Rockefeller's personality,
his millions and the interests with
which he is identified, have always
been overshadowed, in a measure, by
the great wealth of his brother.
Nevertheless, the wise ones in th
financial world have been heard to
declare more than once that William
was the brainiest memiber of the
Rockefeller family. He has been the
speculative member of th Standard
Oil group of capitalists and has en
gineered all of the vast deals of that
combination in the stock market
of the
Since he became
Standard Oil corporation many years
ago he has been intimately associated with all the ramifications of the
and, while his
gigantic monopoly,
name is not aa conspicuous as that
of his- brother, he is said to possess
a wider knowledge in detail of the
corporation whose power has been
spread to all the countries of the
world.
Mr. Rockefeller has lived under a
tremendous nervous strain for more
than forty years. His early associates' in Standard Oil he has follow,
ed to the grave one by one. Five of
the heads of the great corporation
have passed away during the last two
or three years, including Henry H.
Rogers, whose lamentable taking off
is attributed by his friends to the
worry and mental strain resulting
from the government suits against the
Standard Oil. That William Rockefeller has been able to withstand the
terrific strain of his position is all
the more surprising when it Is remembered that more than five years
ago the cables brought word from
Europe that his death was regarded
as imminent. At that time he was
reported to be suffering from an inTrinidad, Colo., May 31. Robert J. curable malady nothing less than
Sweasey, superintendent of the Cen cancer of ; the stomach and it was
tral Railroad of Michoacan, Mexico, not believed he could recover. Towho was burned at the stake a few day, however, Mr. Rockefeller is apdays ago by a band of Mexicans, for parently as well as he has been in
merly lived at Soprls and Is well many years and to all appearances he
known here. A letter received Mon takes as keen an interest in business
day from Mrs. Sweasey by her sister, affaire as he ever did.
In addition to forming part of the
Mrs. Joseph Bonateo ot Sopris, con
firms the terrible story In all of its directorate of the Standard Oil, and
brutal details. The anxiety that has the great National city bank, William
been .felt by relatives here over the Rockefeller is a director in a dozen
welfare of Mrs. Sweasey who was re trust companies and in many of the
ported missing, is relieved by the re largest financial and Industrial cop
ceipt of the belated letter which also porations of America. He is not as
tells of her escape. For two days she wealthy as his brother, but manages
remained hidden In a small crib near to worry along on the income from
the burned home before she dared to a fortune estimated at between
veture forth. Finally, in a state of
and $85,000,000. He Is a Bapa regular church attendant.
and
she
made her tist,
complete exhaustion,
way to friends and dispatched, a letter He has not acquired his brother's
to the sister, telling of the tragedy habit of distributing millions for edu
and asking for help. Mr. Bonateo last cational purposes. His best known
night sent a sum of money by tele gift was $100,000 to Wellesley colgraph to San Luis Piorl, the nearest lege.
telegraph point to the scene of the
brutal killing, r.nd Mrs. Sweasey wijl
WEDDING AT FORT MEYER
leave the section as soon as she can
May 31. The adminisWashington,
secure transportation.
tration building at Fort Meyer was
the scene of an attractive military
wedding today when Mies Lucy Lees
Warning to Railroad Men
K. S. Bacon. 11 Est St., Bath Me.,
Garrard, daughter of Colonel and Mrs.
sends out this warning to railroaders:
Joseph Garrard, became the bride of
"A conductor on the railroad,
my Lieutenant Victor Foster of the 15th
work caused a chronic inflammation
of the kidneys, and I was miserable Cavalry. Miss Valerie Garrard, sister
and all played out. A friend advised of the bride, was maid of honor and
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day the best man was Captain Howard H.
I commenred
taking them, I began to
bride
regain my strength. Thd inflamma- Bally. Fellow officers of the
tion cleared and I am far better than groom acted as ushers and appeared
I have been for twenty years. The in full dress uniform.
weakness and dizzy spells are a thing
of the past and I highly recommend
Unfortunately a clear head isn't alFoley Kidney Pills." O. G. Seahefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
ways a sign of clear conscience.
twen-ty-on-

,

vice-presid-

0

Brooklyn, N. Y., May 31. Frederick
Lacroix, a young engineer who halls
from San Antonio. Texas, but who for
the past five years has made his home
in Brooklyn, bids fair to win for himself great fame as the inventor of an
electric automatic railroad safety sig
nal which is to surpass everything in
the way of safety signals heretofore
known. The young inventor has been
testing his device on the Staten Is
land railroad for some weeks In the
presence of some of the most disting
uished railroad authorities. The tests
liave been uniformly successful.
One feature of his device is a telephone In the cab of the locomotive,
from which messages may be sent
while the train is moving over the rails
at a speed of 30 miles an hour. But this
telephone is only an Incidental adjunct
of the safety signaling device.
This system is designed to eliminate
the block system. It warns the engi- nees of the presence of another train
and also stops both trains automatic
as soon as they approach within
a certain distance of one another. This
Is accomplished by the breaking of an
electrio circuit which releases a lever
that brings the air rushing into all the
brakes.
In order to establish this circuit
there is stretched along the right hand
rail a stout steel tape, supported on
small pieces of metal. This tape car
ries ten volts of electricity, enough
for the purpose and yet insufficient
to be dangerous. At intervals wires
run from the tape to the telephone
wires stretched on the poles alonside
the track. Below the engine cab a 'set
of wire brushes is adjusted so as to
run along over the steel tpae, thus
maintaining a constant electric communication between the cab and the
station connected by the regular telephone. By "plugging" in the engineer
connects his telephone with the "cen
tral" at division headquarters and gets
whatever train or station he desires.
There are other special features of
the Brooklyn man's device which while
highly important as elements of tech
nlcal efficiency are less interesting to
'
tne layman.
.
s
.
is
jacroix
only 26 years old. His
father'a name is Richard and his mother was Miss Lena Wagner,
daughter
of Paul Wagner, a well known San
Antonio merchant. The entire family
now live in Brooklyn. Ever since he
was old enough to toddle young Lacroix has tinkered with miniature
cars. He built numerous models
and gradually involved the idea of the
device which has just met the most
exacting tests.
s
The device was installed along the
line of the Staten Island Rapid Transit
railroad between Grasmere and Don-gaHills. During the first two weeks
about 20 tests were made and there
was no time when the apparatus failed to respond. Tests were made to
show that the device would stop the
aproaching train if there was a broken
rail ahead or if two trains were in the
same block.
The tests were made in the presence
of a distinguished party of railroad
financiers and inspectors of the interstate commerce commission. Chief Inspector Burt and Assistant Inspector
Maywood of the commission spent some
weeks at Staten Island making a careful examination of the Lacroix
system,
and their report on Its is bound to be
favorable. Among those who followed
the successful tests on Staten Islam'
were W. H. Vanderbilt, Jr., W. K.
Vanderbilt, Jr., James L. Harriman,
Borden Harriman, Seward
Webb,
Creighton Webb, Benjamin Blum and
a numoe rof railroad engineers. The
New York Central railroad and
the
Norw York, New Haven & Hartford
railroad cooperated in the experiment
by loaning the inventor the necessary
third rail equipment.

W'ttfi

Qolden Brown Velvet Pump, with Square Silk Bow. one Strap, CuplU Toe, Ooodyear

$4.00

White Canvas One Strap Pump. Cupid, Toe. Ooodyear Welt, very popular and dressy, per

QQ

pair

White Canvaa High Button Shoe. Hobble Toe, Goodyear Welt, one of the moat desirable models,

oeroalr

A large variety of

$2.0to

the newest models

in all popular

leathers, both Pumpa and Oxfords,

O

Eft

aratrvr

$4.00
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University of

New flexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

Summer School
Six Weeks, June

July

5

GO M I NO

I

EMF "3o"

Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?

1911

to

14

Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocaland
Instrumental Music.

Phone riain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa Vegas, New Mexico.

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars
JS

CLEAN.

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees

fry$fal Ice'

PURE

AND

Made

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

from distilled wafer,

Cet Us Sbow Vou

Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

PHONE

227

MAIN
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FLEET TO STOCKHOLM
Copenhagen, May 31. The squadron
of four American battleships which
has been visiting here for six days
will conclude its stay tomorrow, whei.
the ships will depart for Stockholm.

Proper Food

Will Alone
Correct Many Ills.

Try
Grape-Nut-

s

io days and wacth results

"There's a Reason"

GROSS, KELLY

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

v

CO.

(Incoaonatod)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealer In

WOOL. HIDES

First class work

and best of ma-

terials is my
I: s 1

motto.

&

1

--

mates cheerful'
ly given.

and PELTS

RA N YAfillNS...RAf:iNF VFHIfl FS.
.......
.....v.v ....umKiLHiuLtu

SEVEN HOUSES

Ji

m

in Connection

East Las Vegas, N M., Albuquerque, N. M.,
Tucumcari, N. M.
Corona, N.
Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N.IM.,
Trinidad, Colorado

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.

In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark.,, had the measles
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle or Foley's

Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him aid he has never been
bothered since." Croup, whooping
oousrb. mpAalesL priiie-nil vtaM tn iiVi.
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is in tne yeiiow package always. Refuse substitutes.
O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

gested and converted Into blood. When
the dlzestlnn falls the vrhnla Kr.Av
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets are
a rational and reliable cure for
They lnrrfaaa tha flno, nt
bile, purify the blood, strengthen the
Biuuiairu, aim loue up me wnoie digestive apparatus to a natural and
B healthy action. For sale hv nil
gists.
lndi-eestio-

.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
'
Classified ads. search out the
people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this
newspaper-a- nd
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)
books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture,
article, of usefulness of any ,
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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be capable of when first Is permanent- ly filled and Wilson goes to short or
second.

SPORTS

The crowij yesterday was small. The
fans are beginning to holler for some
clubs.
games with
The Railroaders are a game, fast
bunch of amateurs.
The fans are
proud of them and expect to see them
bring honors to Las Vegas during the
out-of-to-

FRANK CHANCE MAROONS
MAY HAVE TO

F INISH CREE TOOTED

FIRST IN FAST

PTJAME

1911 STAR OF

BALL GAME

St. Louis, May

31.

Frank

Leroy

His weight has dropped from 210 to
173 pounds. The peerless leader of
the Cubs complains of shooting pains
in his head, suffers sudden attacks of
dizziness and blindness and la losing
confidence in himself.
In last Saturday's game he missed
a couple of throws from Joe Tinker.
The big first baseman says the heat
bothered him greatly and he lost the
bjall both times while temporarrily
"fogged."
Hugh Fullerton, baseball correspond
ent, traveling with the Cubs, begged
Chance not to work. In Saturday's
game and even went so far as to sugges to Mrs. Chance, who was with her
hsuband on the trip, that she ought
to make him take a rest. Mrs. Chance
told Fullerton that she had been urg
ing Frank to take a vacation, but he
said it was impossible for him to lay
off while Johnny Evers 13 out of the
game.
Evers has been in the hospital with
an attack of nervous prostration. The
little second baseman had Just recoV'
ered from, a severe nervous shock, the
result of an automobile accident, ii
which one of his companions was killed, when he suffered severe business
losses. He went all to the bad and
had to quit playing ball.
Chance told Fullerton Saturday
night that he couldn't think of laying off while his chief lieutenant, Evers, was absent
"Well, you know the old saying," replied Fullerton., "K stitch In time la
worth nine after damage Is done. 1
think you are making a mistake playing ball In your present condition."
George Suggs, the speedy Cincinnati
pitcher, delivered the ball that struck
Chance on the "dome." According to
Fullerton, it was about the forty-ninttime Frank Leroy has been "beaned. "
"Heretofore Chance never had paid
any attention to a little thing like get
ting cracked on. the "head by pitched
balls," said Fullerton. "The famous
leader of the Cuba has stopped more
wild pitches with his "bean" than any
man living or dead in baseball. He got
his share of hard knocks in, the minor
leagues and has handled more than
' tils share of fierce raps in the big
ring. The punch that Suggs handed
him was a fright. It knocked him out
for the time being.' I Blncerely hope
that Chance's; present condition is not
serious, but I hate to see him work
ing so hard when he should be rest
lng "Up. A man can't lose his sleep and
weight and keep going. Chance is a
wonderful piece of machinery; one
e
of the
kind, who never
knows when he is beaten, but there
I
a limit to everything, and if he
doesn't look out he'll find himself on
the broad of his back."
Chance is a big stockholder in the
Chicago club, acts as manager and cap
tain and plays first base for the team
Although sick and losing weight, he
piloted his team through a wonderfully
successful eastern trip In the recent
The Cubs won
Intersectional clash.
ten and lost four games In the east,
taking, four straight from the Phillies,
breaking even with New York in a
series, also breaking even with
Brooklyn in four games and winning
i
two from Boston.
-

h

never-say-di-

LITTLE OUTFIELDER OF
NEW YORK YANKEES THE

By just one run did the Maroons
n
defeat the Railroaders yesterday
at Amusmont park. The men
in the red hose, by dint of much hard
work, succeeded in crowding two men
over the plate, while the Railroaders
were able only to drive their spl't?
into the rubber halt that number if
times. The game began in sunshla.
endured through a terrific dust storm
and ended in rain. In spite of these
discouragements the three pitchers
used in the contest worked well all
the way through, and the players got
away with few errors.
It was the superb pitching of' olio
liarr for" the Railroaders that was responsible for the low score of the
Maroons, liarr is a veteran of the
Raton team of last year and will p'ay
with Dawson this summer If he can
persuade the superintendent to give
.
He has steam, curves
him a
a
and remarkably good baseball head.
It is likely the Maroons will go
against no better pitcher this year.
In addition to his good twirling
liarr performed well with the slick,
drawing two hits and a base on balls,
the Railroaders' lone
tfnd making
score,
Lockhart, who started the game on
the mound for the Maroons, got away
well for five innlngB, when Captain
Martin shifted him to first base and
put in Edburn. Both pitchers worked
well but Edburn had a shade the better of it, allowing but two hits in
the four Innings be pitched. The story
of the performances of the two man
is to be found in the summary.
The scoring began in the third.
Barr hit a single into right field
which Forseille allowed to get away
from him. The ball was relayed in
to Dunn, who promptly threw It into
the acequla back of third base. While
these spectacular stunts were in pro
gress Barr made the circuit of the
bases. The Railroaders looked dangerous again in the fifth. Barr go,
his second hit of the game after two
were out. By good base running he
took third on Sandoval's single. With
Atkins at the stick, however, Barr got
overanxious to save his country and
was caught off third by a clever throw
of Captain Martin. In the ninth
got on first when Martin missed a third strike, but Edburn whiffed
the next two men and made the third
hit an easy one to the outfield.
The third inning also witnessed the
beginning of the Maroons' scoring.
Forseille got a hit of the scratchiest
order in the third base territory. He
took second on a wild pitch by Barr
and scored when Schoeny produced a
timely single. In the seventh Martin
hit into right field and Romero let
the ball perambulate between his
sturdy calves, Martin going to second.
Angel produced a hiq and Martin
scored. Barr struck out the next two.
The box score:
lay-off-

RAILROADERS

Players
Sandova', c. ...
Atkins, cf
Romero, 2b.-rHarmon,
Ettinger, lb.
Yates, If. ...
f.

rf.-2-

Young.

3b.

.

Marshall, ss.
Barr, p

AB.R.H.PO
. 4

3 12

4

0 0
0 0
1 1'
0 10
0 1
0'i 0 0
0 0 0

.

4
. .3
4
. 4
. 4
. 4
. 2
.

33

Totals

12
1

A few "loyal" fnns In the bleachers
roted atnlniit the Maroons.
If they

HUSKY

SEASON'S

0

6 24 12

3

MAROONS.

AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Players
4
0 1 0
Schoeny, cf
4 0 1 1
Padilla, 2b
4 0 0 4
Ellis, If
$100 Reward fOO
3
0 0 5
b
The readers of this Daper will be Lockhart,lb.-rf- .
...... 2 0 0 3
pleased to learn that there is at least Wilson,
3 1 1 11
one dreaded disease that science has Martin, c
0 1 3
3
been able to cure In all Its stages, Angel, 3b.
and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Dunn, .ss
3 0 0 0
Cure is the only positive cure now
2 1 1 0
known to the medical fraternity. Ca Forseille. rf
1 0 0 0
constitutional
disease,
a
tarrn being
Edburn, p
treatment.
requires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internal29 2 5 27 9 3
Totals
and
ly, acting directly upon the WoodthereInnings:
Score
by
mucous surfaces of the system,
by destroying the foundation of the Railroaders .....0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
and giving the patient
disease,
2
0
up the constitu- Maroona
strength by building
Wilson.
hits.
Sacrifice
Its
Summary
tion and assisting nature in doing
work. The proprietors have so much Innings pitched, by Lockhart, 6; by
faith in its curative powers that they Edburn, 4. Hits, oft Lockhart, 4 ; off
offer One Hundred Dollars for any Edburn, 2. Struck out, by Lockhart,
case that H fails to cure. Send for 6;
by Edburn, 6; by Barr, 9. Bases
j
list of testimonials.
on
balls, off Edburn, 1. Hit by pitchAddress:
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O. er, Harmon. Passed balls, Sandoval,
Sold by Druggists, 75e.
1; Martin. 1. Time of game, 1:40.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
'
Umpire, Duncan.
p.-l-

........

0100010
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SENSATION

New York, May 31. Every season
sees a new diamond star shoot to the
front One year it is t'obb, the next
Collins, then Ford, and so on down the
line. The husky little outrielder of the
New York Yankees, will be the setiBa-tloof the American league this sea

had cheered for the Railroaders there
would hnve been no kick coming, but
it looks bad for any fan to knock the
home tenm just for the pleasure of
knocking and to gratify a little person
al spile.
Mr. FoIhpIK whom Martin picked
up from some place or other, played
right field part of yesterday's game,
lie did trnarly everything but step on
the top of his head. But then, his
lt'cky hit was responsible for the Maroons' first score.

n

son.

THE CENSUS OF

SOME REASONS WHY

CANADA

YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

season.

BALLDOM

CHICAGO MANAGER-CAPTAIIN THE FINAL SCORE WAS 2 TO 1
WRETCHED PHYSICAL SHAPE
SUPERB PITCHING OF BARR
SINCE RECENT ACCIDENT
SHINING FEATURE

Chance's friends are gTeatly alarmed
over the physical condition of the
peerless leader of the Chicago Cubs.
Chance was struck on the head by a
pitched ball la a game with Cincinnati one month ago and he Hasn't enjoyed a good night's rest since then.

AS

READY TO TAKE

44444

,

He Is a fellow who looks Immense,
lie Is playing grand ball, both on the
dcforme and offense, and right now is
more feared than any other batsman
Pitchers all
on the Yank's roster.
over the circuit say that they would
rather have any other man on the
tenm than Cree up in the plnoh.
Last year Cree was ft wonderful ball
player, but he is twice as good now.
And thereby hangs a tale. With neorge
Stalling at the helm of the Yanks,
Cree could not play his best name. The
ohnp. lie
outfielder is ft high-clas- s
would not stand for the abuse that
Stalllngs often hands his players when
they make a mistake or are going
wrong. And the result was that Cree
did not give Stalling the best In him.
Under Chase, a manager who has
nothing but praise for his men, Cree
has Improved 100 per cent.
Cree Is a natural ball player. lie
started as an lnflolder, but the outfield
U where he belongs. The first season
he was with the Yanks he gave the
fans heart failure every time he went
after a fly ball. He would run all
around It before making the catch. But
tcdiay he is An excellent Judge of a
line drive or a high lift, and once he
gets his hands on the pellet it is there
to stay.
At bat he oftentimes swings wildly
at the ball, but he breaks up very
many games by hitting wild pitches
around his ear out of the lot. He can
hit to any field,' being a natural place
hitter. He can run 100 yards in close
to 10 seconds, and has a wing that Is
about the strongest and most accurate
ever possessed by a big league gardener.
Cree doesn't have to play ball if he
doesn't want to. His real name and
title is Professor W. Frank Cree. He
has knowledge of trees and shrubs
that stamps him as authority. He can
go back to his trade and make a handsome living, but he prefers to play
hall. He says that as soon as his days
on the diamond are over he will start
a school of forestry.
Cree signed his first contract with
the Washington, Pa., team. Burling'
ton, Vt, was his next stopping place
and then the Williamsport, Pa., club
secured him. He played such grand
ball in the
league that Connie Mack signed Mm for the Athletics.
But Mack had a corking good outfield
at the time and after keeping Cree for
a short time, Connie sold thlm to Detroit. The Tigers sent him back to
Williamsport, where he performed the
next two seasons. In 1908 the Yankees were having a terrible time. Internal dissensions had wrecked the
club. Kid Eberfleld, then manager,
having taken the team from the top
round of the pennant ladder to the cellar position in about 30 days.
Frank Farrell appealed to Frank
Navin, owner of the Detroit club, and
the latter agreed to turn over Cree
and Pitcher Jack Warhop for George
Moriarity. Farrell accepted the offer and Birdie came to Gay Gotham.

HUNDRED
COMMISSION
ERS AT OUTLAY OF OVER V

HE full Associated Press report is" printed
every day.

000,000 WILL DO WORK

HONEST presentation of daily happenings

Ottawa. Ont.. May 31. The decen
nial stock-takinof the Dominion will
The numbegin tomorrow morning.
bering of the people will be made upon
the defacto system. All persons alive
at midnight tonight will be Included
in the count. Nearly 300 commissioners and a small army of assistants
will he employed In the work and the
total cost to the government will ex- g

CVERYTHINQ decent to print goes into
A 4
the paper.

fURits progressive
columns.

wed

$1,000,000.
Schedules will be left at everv hab
itation to be filled and signed by the
head of the hoimehold. These contain

about a score of questions to be an
a swered in
writing, In addition to other
questions which may be asked bv the
enumerator. In addition to the uRual
' ILui'it'g their stay at home the Information about age, nationality and
religion, the present census Is to comHi ookll) n Dodgers played five errorprise a record of accidents, disabililess games In succession.
ties and compensation paid, probably
Thirty players jn the American with a view
to some future national
league and nineteen in the National Insurnnce law.
Hie hitting over the .300 mark.
It will require about a month to
The western teams of the National
the work of enumeration, ex- complete
league came very near making the
pt In some of the more difficult dls- fence.
the
Philadelphia Quakers Jump
strlcts of the West and British Colum- Mannger Chance of the Cubs recent bla. The
census In the Mackenzie rlv-e20U
and
Pitcher
Cole
fined
"King"
ly
basin
Is to be taken by Hudson's
Weaver $100 for keeping late hours.
nay officials, missionaries and mount.
They say that in Forrest Csdy, the ed
officers. The latter will a!o
Newark thriller, the Boston Red Sox aid police
In the same work In the Yukon.
.
catch-IngIn
have snared the last word
The population of Canada at the last
census-takinwas 5.375.000.
It u
the
Waller Johnson Is back with
bought the present count will nhow
to
be
and
team
expects
Washington
nr. Immense Increase, the total
prob- utile soon to help the Nationals to do
amy
reaching 8,000.000. The greatest
a little climbing.
are expected In Alberta and
The teams in the Becond division pains
and Mnnltnha
,!..
of the American nssoclHtlon are do Saskatchewan,
Jtlecf.pd to show a good increase.
ing hotter work and the A, A, race
should itlghton up.
The St. Louis Drowns made do inte
take when they roppnl MpIomii, fnr
WITH THE F.QHTERS
merly of the While Box. "M" is doMinimum.
Hie
with
work
ing great
slari liavo
Two more old big lmm
joined the American association lou
Al Kublak seems to be about all in
Crlger with Milwaukee and Harry as a fighter. Even the
middleweight
Steinfeldt with St. Paul.
are stopping the Michigan giant
If Clark Griffith doesn't get his
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is to have a
pitchers to show something besides boxing show June 2, with Paul Kohler
their uniforms pretty soon, the whole and Kid Craves
la the feature bout.
Red outfit will go to the wuiwlo.
Cyclone
Thompson
says that he will
Atlantic
South
in
the
Some doings
fight Billy Papke for the middleweight
league this season. Charleston lost title in New Orleans, the last of Ausixteen games in a row, and Jackson- gust or the first
week in September.
ville has tried four managers with
Freddie Welsh, the
roor result
champion of England, Is anxious for
Manager Fred Tenny of the Boston a return match with Matt
Wels, the
After losing fourteen straight games
won the title
Wells
present
champion.
and dropping from the top to the bot from Welsh a
few months ago.
tom in the Eastern league race, Providence has taken a brace and is now
Is there anything in all this world
out to start something.
that is of more importance to you
In order to keep within the salary than good digestion? Food must be
limit of the New England league, eaten to sustain life and must be dl- Owner Jesse Burkett of the Worcester er For soreness of the muscles whethInduced by violent exercise or
club turned the managerial duties of
Chamberlain's Liniment is exhis team over to John J. CDonnell, cellent. This liniment is also highly
secretary of the club. O'Donnell then esteemed for the relief it affords in
signed Burkett to play right field for cases of rheumatism. Sold by all druggists.
$100
month.
BASEBALL

merchants advertise in

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why
you.

NOTFa

THE best asset a, town

4444444

can have is a live

INTERESTING events are cnronicled

six

week.

COURAGE is a feature of its editorial

c

The Optic, 15c a AVeek by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00
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SEVEN

YEARS OF
MISERY
All Relieved by

Lydia E.

Pink-ham- 's

Vegetable Compound.

"For seven years I
Sikeston, Mo.
Buffered everything.
I was In bed
tor tour or live days
at a time every
month, and so weak

I could hardly walk.
I cramped and had
backache and head,
ache, and was bo
nervous and weak
NOTES OF THE GAME
that 1 dreaded to
see anyone or have
anyone move in the
room. The doctors
David Sandoval, always a favorite
gave me medicine to
with the fans, added new laurels to
ease me at those
his wreath yesterday by getting three times, and said that I ought to have an
hits out of four times' at the bat. Dave and when a friend of
my husband told
also caught a magnificent game. For him about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegea kid he is the best ball player in New table Compound and what it had done
for his wife, l was willing to t ike it.
Mexico.
Now I look the picture of health and
the
Wilson,
Annlston, Ala., recruit, feel like it, too. I can do my own houseplayed the first part of the game and work, hoe my garden, and milk a cow.
can entertain
and enjoy
acquitted himself well, although his Itut' in. x cuu visit company
wueu x cnoose, ana
regular position is short or second. walk as far aa any ordinary woman.
In the seventh he robbed Yates of a any day in the month. I wish I could
hit by some fast fielding. The ball talk toevery sufferingwomanandgirl."
Mrs. Dema BETHtmE, Sikeston, Mo.
was hit into right and looked good for
The most successful remedy in this
a single, but Yates whipped It to first country for the cure of all forms of
In time to beat the runner by a close female complaints is Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound.
margin.
It is more widely ana successfully
used
a
than
on
any other remedy. It has
Ettinger played
snappy game
first yesterday. If that bo ycould only cured thousanas or women who have
with displacements, inhit consistently he would be a sure been troubledulceration,
fibroid tumors,
flammation,
enough star.
irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing down feeling, indigestion,
The Maroons showed improvement that nervous
and
prostration, after all other
but did not play the game they will means had fr.i'.cd.
JVhy don't you try it?

Sick headache results from a disordered condition of the stomach, and
can be cured by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
It' For sale by all druggists.
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Want

0

fait
Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

0
0

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

0

00

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

There was a stag party out at Glen
Echo a few nights ago.

Tri-Sta-

"4

THREE

0
0
0
0

Phone main 2

0000$?$0
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for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pilla purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse aubstitute,
"
vru ntu cross DRUQ CO.
" i j. u.
owi-iaci-c- k

MATINEE
AND NIGHT

9

OPERA HOUSE

MATINEE

LAS VEGAS. NEW.M EXICO.

JUNE 14th

AND NIGHT

JUNE 14th
Cwefflh Season

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle at Every Stroke
Direct

here

Vim, Vibration and Sparkle

from Philadelphia, Willow Grove Park
Greatest Amusement Park in America

NOTE ITS
GREAT SOLOISTS

MISS BLANCHE

'OHN

LYONS

.Sl115
HUGHES

9TF.IAJAC0BS

JAMES E. SEEBOLD
HENRY MAYER

at Every Stroke

The

Soprano
VlotWt Fluegel Horn Soloist
Cornet Virtuoso
Belgium Euphonium Soloist
Piccolo Soloist
Xyophone Soloist
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deaths of .others 'are beyond the pale have come from Mr. Hitchcock. He question. So far they have won their
- ;
of punishment, v.
predicted from Une ttw that he would victories' Vtta arms in. their hands.
;
Like the drink habit, the speed be able to save- great deal of xuongy In the eomlne elections they must
ESTABLISHED 1879
fc
mania grows. The inebriate may that had been, wastwi Jieretofbe" in ose the weapon of reason, the ballot,
in or their leaders win JnCur the same
fancy, may delude himself with the the maintenance ot useless bureaus
PUBLISHED BT
DIas
notion, that he will drink but mod the cumbersome methods of account reproach of tyranny ,undec'whlch
1 THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
' .
inwas
red
to
ol
endless
forced
in
the
tape
to
to
resign;
ing,
But
the
Impulse
yield
erately.
(iHOOHFOBlTin
If Mexico can survive the next six
his appetite is stronger than his power spection and administration and in
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR of
The speed maniac Is the employment ot hundreds of in months without further resort to vio
a victim of a like delusion. He will capacitated clerks.
lence it will start well.' But a revoNot many months ago Mr. Hitch- lutionary party that wins by fighting
will
be
he
he
careful,
very
thinks;
m
Incur no needless risks, he will In cock reported that from the progress in the field Is not usually disposed to
dulge in no bursts of speed, he will he had made thus far he foresaw the sacrifice tamely the advantages gained.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
postage could be At the present moment the Maderist
let others pass him if they will. But time when first-clas- s
DAILY BY CARRIER
rates. That party is popular in most of the states.
to
letter
wtee
reduced
the day comes when all those
Per Copy
;.. .05 and prudent resolutions fade from his time has not yet arrived, but it is Whether it is numerically strongest
15
One Week
The establishment ot postal Is a matter yet to be settled, together
One Month
65 memory as mist from a mirror. The coming.
is an important experi with the question whether the free
banks
it
road
the
before
savings
enthusiast;
opens
One Year
.....$7.60
DAILY BY MAIL
stretches in "airy undulations far ment which seems to have demon
it demands also mean free
One Year
$6.00 away;" the Impulse seizes him, the strated Its practical success, and these elections for its opponents.
Six Months
3.03 mania of
o
takes possession banks are now being instituted at the
or the over- rate of fifty a week. And now Mr.
collision
and
the
then
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
AND
PUBLICITY
CItlME
turned car, and the fiend of the drink Hitchcock returns $3,000,000 to the
GROWER
unused appro
The attempt of the Illinois legisOne Tear
$2.00 mania and the fiend of the speed treasury, representing
1.00 mania compare notes.
priation. Surely such a record is not lature to define the character of crimSit Months
o
only admirable but reflects high credit inal news which shall be printed in
If this the
Enteral at the Postoffice at East
on the Taft administration.
newspapers is not apt to be sucLas Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis Mil. HITCHCOCK'S 11ECOKD same
out- In all decarried
is
policy
Publications of this kind are
cessful.
sion through the United States Mails
be
matters of judgment, circumstance,
Zealous advocates of governmental partments of government it may
as second class matter.
to have further tariff reduc and taste, and not of law or command.
economy, be they democrats or re- possible
without either robbing American Newspapers must be trusted to exer
tlon
MAY 31, 1911.
note
WEDNESDAY,
fall
can
to
scarcely
publicans,
or impairing cise their own
discretion, subject al
the significance of the report from labor of its protection
administrative
machinery.
the
deMOTOK-CA- K
ways to public opinion and the
SMASH-UP- S
Washington that the postoffice
o
laws of decency.
partment is not only paying expenses
Motor-ca- r
Hitch,smash-ups- ,
like 'tornadoes, but that Postmaster General
No one would welcome with keener
WHEN MEXICO VOTES
occur most frequently in the spring cock has actually returned part of his
satisfaction the enactment of a law
prohibiting the publication of criminal
and early summer and there is but appropriation to the treasury, after WHEN MEXICO VOtES Editorial
as a reserve. Of
With Diaz out of the way, the first news than the criminals themselves.
little greater power to prevent the retaining $1,000,000
course, it is not at all likely that ask of de la Barra as provisional It Is no exaggeration to say that the
one than to divert the destructive William J.
Bi7an, Joseph L. Brlstow, president is to maintain a stable gov- fear of publicity Is a great deterrent
force of the other.
Victor Murdock and other alert ene- ernment whose authority will be re of crime. It Is not, in fact, an unWhen, let loose from the bonds of mies of the administration will send spected throughout Mexico.
common occurrence, when violation of
winter, the atmosphere responds to congratulatory messages to either Mr.
The country has evidently had the law has been detected, for the
the Increasing power of the sun, con- Hitchcock or Mr. Taft. They have enough of civil war and desires to offender to appeal to the newspapers
ditions are produced which give rise been shouting eclnomy for many return to its normal life. Inevitably, to keep the matter out of print. There
to tornadoes; and when relieved from months, but they will refuse to recog- however, some of the smaller rebel seems to he a prevalent opinion that
the restraints of inclement weather nize it as the genuine article if it is bands, as in Lower California, after if the facts can be kept from the
pnd bad roads, the swarm of motor- achieved by a regular republican ad- months of license and anarchy, will public the criminal will be saved much
car enthusiasts and
takes ministration.
seek to make trouble, but with the mental anxiety. It Is the stigma and
fid vantage of the more favorable seaWhen President Taft began his ad- Maderist and federalist forces com- shame which attaches to exposure
son, the record of deaths begins to ministration
by ordering rigorous bined against them they should not which, in the minds of many, is worse
grow with fearful rapidity.
economy in all departments of the last long.
than the offense itself.
The real test will come when the
Strict enforcement of the law government there were many oppoIf the newspapers, by agreeing to
against reckless driving may, give nents who did not hesitate to ques- government holds the general elec- shield the guilty by lack of reference
to pedestrians in tion his good faith. He deliberately tions in a few months. The present to their misdeeds, could lessen wrongpome protection
cities ; but there Is no law and no centered his efforts upon the postof- chamber of deputies is a hold-ove- r
doing, there Is no question that, the
possible enforcement of law which fice department, for It was there that body from the Diaz regime. It must experiment would be tried. Experwill protect the reckless driver of a the gravest extravagance existed. He provide for an extension of the fran- ience has
shown, however, that the
motor-ca- r
from the consequences of wisely concluded that if he could re chise and free elections, which are fear of publicity is dreaded more than
his own heedlessness. There is no organize the postal system and bring fundamental. articles in the Maderist the sentence of the court.
leg'slating against folly which in- It to a point where it would pay for program. There cannot be any doubt
volves chiefly the one who is guilty. itself, it would he almost a miracle of that the Maderlsts expect to elect the
CHICAGO PLAYER DEFEATED .
General Madero himself
The law cannot prevent a man from accomplishment. In his efforts he was president.
and
candidate
who
on
counts
their
Prestwlck,
Eng., May 31. In the
or
at
Mr.
seconded
Hitchcock,
being
driving
dangerous speed
along ably
hy
perilous places if he put only his has demonstrated his splendid execu- on helng elected. But whether the fifth round of the British golf chamown life or his own limbs in Jeopardy, tive ability In hreaking from the tra Maderlsts would welcome an active pionship today, "Chick" Evans, the
and like murderers who commit sui- ditions ot the department and Institut- campaign In which they would he young Chicago player, was beaten by
cide, the autolsts who lose their own ing, ibuslness methods. From time to opposed by another party less pro- Bruce Pearce of Australia, 19 holes
lives in disasters which, involve the time the most encouraging reports gressive than their own is an open being played.
.
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Our Semi

WhiteIjoods Sale

l.

beautiful snowing of White Goods. Only twice a year
do we offer this grade of merchandise at such low
::
prices. Don't miss this June opportunity. ::

A

g

33

Snow White Undermuslins
A
Thousands of Snow White Fluffy Undermuslins reduced,
Sale.
Each
quantity of new numbers purchased especially for this June
before leaving
garment excellently finished and thoroughly inspected
the factory. Lace and Embroidery Trimmed Undergarments galore,
dear to dainty women. The line includes our complete stock of

jrj"

-

.

Nainsook, Cambric and
Batiste Specials

English Long Cloth

Specials

for corset
14o
covers, etc, per yard
for corset
25c Nainsook,
18o
covers, etc, per yard
for corset
30c Nainsook,
covers, etc, per yard
22o
17
Lonsdale Cambric, Nainsook finish, yer yard
14o
15c Lonsdale Cambric, always
the same, per yard
14o
40c Batiste, Sunbleach, a nice
shear fabrio, per yard
28o
45c Batiste, Sunbleach, somewhat
finer than the above, per yd.33o

20c Nainsook,

majE
A

h,

;i

$2.98

pure white,
quality,
soft finish, per bolt. . .$348
40c quality,
pure white,

15 per cent reduction on all Persian Lawns.
15 per cent reduction
on all

the

35c
following

25c

quality,

h,

quality,

h,

pure white,

soft finish, per bolt..
30c

.$249

pure white,

soft finish, per bolt..
35c

h,

h,

soft finish, per

STORE

'THE
515-51- 7

27-in-

27

h,

bolt.

OF

.$3.98

h,

French Lawns.

Quality"

Railroad
Avenue

n.m:

E.LaslVegas

Opposite
Castaneda
Holel
,.

'

(BP

i

mm

sra

Magnificent Production of Dickens' t
in Three Parts, will be shown at
Gj-ea-

r.

:.:o ;

Madras Waisting, Dimity, India
Linens, Persian Lawns,
French Lawns.
Madrass Waisting,
stripes, figures or checks, specO
ial, per yard
25c Dimity,
small, medium and large stripes and
checks, special, per yard. . . . 19o
15 per cent reduction on all India
Linens.

a Yard Bolta only at
price

h,

Novel

c

:,),

Chemises, Drawers,
Combination Suits
and Corset Covers

GREAT MASTERPIECE

VITA-GRAPH'-

3

Night Gowns, Petticoats,

Mm

joy-ride-

I

per cent Discount on

1-- 3

....

"...

.i

Admission:

51--

i2oc;
Adults,
.,!H
,

9

Children, ioc
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The Prescriptlonlsl

-

w

V

W

U

j
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4

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

CV7 75

PERSONALS
F. R. Brandenburg of
Espanola,

j

wu

the city today on & visit.
J. H. O'Reilly, general manager of
the Occidental Ufa Insurant
pany
Albuquerque, la In the city on
'

business.
Mrs. M. P. DesMaraiand little son.
Michael, will leave tonight for Nova
Scotia, where they will visits relative
of Mrs. CesMarals for several weeks.
Cleofes Romero, warden of the terri
torial penitentiary, and Mra. Romero,
have returned from a two weeks' visit
to their ranch. They will return tonight to Santa Fe.
Mrs. Johanna Vollmer and her two
daughters expect to leave tomorrow
night for a tripu to Germany.' Mrs.
CO.
Vollmer will place the girls in (school
in the Fatherland.
nif'l
Miss Catherine Davis, teacher of
English in the Las Vegas high school,
expects to leave this evening for Los
Angeles, where she will spend her
summer vacation.
Miss Amy Hood has relieved Mrs.
Jennie Christy, telegraph operator in
the Santa Fe yard office. Mrs. Christy
has gone on a vacation trip to California and will be away some time.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett of Santa Fe,
head of the American School of Arch
aeology, arrived this afternoon to attend the commencement exercises of
the New Mexico Normal University,
VISITED of which institution he formerly was

CLASS PLAY BY BOY SCOUTS DO
NQRMALSENIORS

THIRTY MILES

WAS CLASSY

FIRST DAY

for (his $7.30 Metal Bed,
a

all sizes and color,

y

during our

Big Furniture Sale

APPRECIATIVE

AUDIENCE

WIT-

NESSED PRESENTATION OF
"CUPID AT VASSAR"

REACH

Clxfy Ycara tho Standard

SAN JOSE, AFTER BEING
IN RAIN STORM '

CAUGHT

ON THE WAY

mi n r?n

'

CREAM

Ending

and solicitous
"Class Play" certainly was the corAnxious, mothers
rect legend to be printed on the pro- friends of the' Las Vegas Boy Scouts
grams of "Cupid at Vassar," which will be glad to learn that they arwas produced last night in the Duncan rived safely at San Jose last night
opera house by the graduating class after an eventful Journey. Yes, there
of the New Mexico Normal Univer- is no use concealing the' fact, the
"ready-bakin- g
sity. The acting was classy, the girls boys got met. But they were dried
of the cast were classy and the play out about a blazing camp fire and
itself was full of class. In spite of none of them suffered any inconvenWINTERS DRUG
rain a large audience was present and ience. A long distance telephone mesfound itself amply rewarded for the sage from Scoutmaster George
Phone Main 3
this morning conveyed the
few rain drops that fell on best
clothes and new hats. The entire per- Information that the scouts are all
formance was charming from begin- well and happy.
The party probably would not have
ning to end.
who played been rained upon had it not been for
Miss Anna McMahon,
the leading role, was pretty and sweet, the fact that one of the provision
This
perfectly at home on the stage and wagons Buffered a broken wheel.
arthe
made
and
slow
travel
delayed
completely fitted to carry the 'lines aswhere
in
San
the
rival
of
Jose,
party
at
McMahon
to
her.
Miss
has
Only
apsigned
was planned to get the wheel repeared here before in amateur thea- it
According to Mr. Fitzsim-monpaired.
Las
tricals and
Vegas people have
dan"Alum
ROSENTHAL
scouts expected to be ready
the
grown to expect much of her. They
be
should
and
proMMSed."
to resume their Journey by 9 or 10
were not disappointed last night
OPPOSITE V. M. C. A.
State
Univ., Mo,
o'clock this morning.
Schweitzer,
Blood
took
Orrin
M
man's
the
leading
East La Vegas, N. M.
to hlmBelf by
credit
part,
great
doing
KfcDRO
CAJETI
HAS
his self posssesion and clever acting.
'
GREAT WHITE FATHER AND IS
president
This is his second appearance this
DEVOUT CHRISTIAN
R. W. Hoyt, agent for the Santa Fe
year and he has pleased his audiences
TODAY'S MARKETS Sept $14.20. Lard, July $8.05; Sept. lambs $5.507.00; fed wehters and
at Trinidad, a former resident of Las
on each occasion.
$8.128.15. Ribs, July $7.82; Sept. yearlings $4.005.75; fed western
DROWN
Vegas, passed through here today on
"Cupid at Vassar" is a play particularewes $3.604.00.
$7.77.
wno
was a his way to Albuquerque to attend the
rcuiu vajeii,
ly well adopted to the use of graduatceremonial
session
of
on
Ballut
picturesque figure
the streets
Abyad
ing classes. It is "schooly" and Jolly. BULLS FAILED TO
CLOSING NEW YORK STOCKS
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
IN SWOLLEN DRAW The college play must have It hero
Sunday and Monday and who accom- Temple of the Ancient and Arabic
New York, May 31
Order
of
the
of
Nobles
and
the
heroine
and
villain
its
evil
Mystic
and
May 31. Cattle Receipts
Chicago,
the
panied
boy scouts on their jour65
Amalgamated Copper
Shrine. Several candidates are to be
plotter. It a' so must have its comic
17,000. Market steady to 10 cents low
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Continuous Advertising
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S

WHAT makes your name familiar and

identifies it with your business. Continuous- never turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
I If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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UNCLE SAM AS

BOLD AND VERY,
VERY BAD BIRD
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York ot
traction
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"Sir Clifton Robinson," said a New
York man. "built mile, and
miiet ot
street railways In this
He

THIS ANGRY PARROT, "PAT L&
NO RE," SCARES WOMEN
BATHERS

,

FOUR.

country.
He especially

ked thla country.
liked our young men.
"I once beard him
say that our
young men were not mercenary that
It was practically unknown foi an
American young man to marry for
money. But a young forelgnei , he declared, would marry hlg grandmother
If there wu a hundred a
year It It
"A Chicago woman on a
liner, ho
aid, once remarked:
"'Yea, Mabel was engaged to be
married to a handsome young count
he met In Budapest last summer;
but there was a cruel misunderstanding."
Indeed, how was that?' asked another woman.
"'The count, was the reply, 'understood her father was a
"

Two Kinds of Riches.
Dollar chasing by day; bridge whlBt
by nlgbt; home a place for sleeping
only, Is not success. Live today. Make
It successful. Make it a day of progress, kindness and work. A lot of such
todays In your old age will be pleasant to look back upon.
If your todays are dollar chasing
and character killing, looking backward In the old age days will be a
cheerless picture.
"Yes," says Bill
Success, "you can be rich there are
two kinds of riches, dollars and happiness."
There are two doors, Dollars at the
left and Happiness at the right, and
the ticket taker is at the entrance and
his name is "Compensation." Go in
either door, but there are no rain
checks given or money back. You must
choose which door you will take.
There's an Inner door to the Dollar
entrance marked Failure. There's an
inner door to the Happiness entrance
marked Success. You may go In either
entrance, but you must pay the price.

A

Diplomats Rebuke.
little known story of the Jewish

race In Portugal is told of King
On one ocI. of that country.
casion the king ordered that all PortJo-fie-

uguese who were in any way allied to

or descended from the Hebrew race

The old
should wear yellow hats.
Marquis de Pombal, then minister in
chief, shortly afterward appeared at
court with three yellow hats under his
arm. The king smiling, asked him:
"What are you doing with these?"
The marquis replied: "I have them
in obedience to your majesty's
to I really do not know a single
Portuguese of note wno nas not jew
tah Mnnd In hla veins."
"But," insisted the king, "why three
com-tnan- d,

HAS NOW BEEN RECHHISTENED
Thinks His Change of Name a Bore-B-eats
the Raven's Flight of Yore
Quoth
"Never
the
Ladies,
Morel"
With due respect to
the memory of Edgar Allan Poe, the
parrot Lenore, owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McDermott of 112 West One
Hundred and Thirty-seconstreet, participated in more weird and woozy adventures during the torrid hours of
the other, afternoon and the almost as
torrid hours of the night than were
ever indulged in by any squadron of
ravens in or out of a Poe fantasy.
Lenore's name used to be Pat, but
as Charles McDermott is fond of Poe
and loves the name Lenore on his
tongue, he rechristened the parrot for
the sake of euphony. Parrot fanciers
declare that gentleman parrots become
attached to their names and bitterly
resent a change. Pat Lenore ran true
to form, and after exhausting an elaborate vocabulary of epithet against
his new feminine "moniker," bristled
his feathers the other day at precisely 2 p. m. and departed from the McDermott flat.
At One Hundred and Thirty-seconstreet and Lenox avenue Lenore
alighted at an open bathroom window.
Water was cascading into the tub, and
as the parrot listened he heard footsteps. A tall, slim maiden lady was
slipping into the bathroom. She was
very warm, so she lost no time in
submerging herself. She had just begun to splash blithely in the tub when
it occurred to the emerald plumed
bird to again resent his rechristening.
So, sticking his head inside the window, he declared savagely:
"Me name is Pat!"
j
Imagine the horror of a tall, slim
maiden lady in superlative undress at
a masculine voice ejaculating a masculine name in her very ear. Miss (but
at her modest request her identity will
remain secret) thinks that she
swooned and might have drowned had
the water been deep enough.
She is positive that she blushed
from her toes right up to her curl papers, and the moment she had recovered sufficient strength to raise her
hands she covered her face, rose
from the tub and fled shrieking from
the bathroom.
Pat Lenore entered and sampled the
bottles of the medicine chest, with the
result that he departed In high good
New

York.

d

hatst"

"One is for myself," answered the
genmarquis, "one for the 'inquisitor case
eral by your side, and one is, in
your majesty should desire to be
covered."

NOT OVERESTIMATED.

CONTRACTOR

Makes Money by Eliminating Middle-ManProfit From Big Construction Work.

's

A striking illustration
of what
Uncle Sam could save in river and
harbor improvements were he to act
as his own contractor and thereby
eliminate that worthy gentleman's
profit, is shown in a new lock and dam
now being built in Monongahela river, one mile above its junction with
the Ohio. This Is the first of the
backwater system that
extends above the West Virginia line.
The official estimate for the new
work, as set forth in the rivers and
harbors act of March S, 1909, waa
$491,437 In round numbers, half a
million dollars. The savins on the
two locks alone is $89,000, according
to CoL Thomas P. Roberts, assistant
United States engineer of the Pittsburg district, who has charge of the
construction of the new lock and dam.
But this is only about half the
amount, for he says the saving on the
dam is expected to be equally large.
Thus at laast $178,000 will be the tidy
sum Uncle Sam is ahead on a half
million dollar job about 36 per cent,
of the oflcial estimate of cost. As
the government pays the same wages
as marine contractors, this sum may
be said to represent the contractor's
profit.
It is a new departure for the government in river improvement work,
as hitherto such locks and dams have
been built by private contractors.
Should Uncle Sam build all his own
slackwater works throughout the
country the saving would be many
millions annually.

HIS RETORT TO COLLEGE MEN
In Response to
Supercilious Question by High Brow, Butler Gives
Unlooked-fo-

r

Answer.

Pierce Butler, special counsel for
the governr?nt in the bleached flour
cases, according to his own description of films! If, is but a plain, rough-necke- d
Irishman, who giabbed his
knowledge oKlaw between times while
making a living by other kinds of
work. When he went into the prosecution of the flour case? helnit up
with a large number of university lawyers and chemists. While they were
all dining at the Chicago club one
evening the university men began telling stories about their days at Yale,
Harvard, Princeton and other places
where Butler had never been.
"Ah, by the way, Mr. Butler," asked
one of the high brows with appropriate university accent, "of what school
are you a graduate?"
"Not any," said Butler, "I just practice law by ear."
Butler thinks the time of the black
letter lore pretense in the professions
and sciences is past. In
one of the high brow chemists be
wanted to know something about a
proposition in chemistry the witness
had laid down.
"Well, really, Mr. Butler," said the
chemist in a superior sort of way,
"you see this is a matter of Involved
inorganic chemistry and I doubt
whether I can explain It so you can
understand It."
"Um well, suppose you give me the
benefit of the doubt," said Butler.
cross-examinin- g

CHAT OF THE CAPITAL.

mo Could Show Him.

"Is that man across the way a counterfeiter, pa?"
"Why, what on earth put that In
your head, my son?"
"Why, he told me to come over to
house and he'd show me how to
Kb a
quarter." Yonkers Statesman.
In a Pinch, Use Allen's

A

Senator Crane of Massachusetts Is
known in Washington as the most silent man in public life.
The thing
that he never does is to talk to newspaper men about news.
Charles Taft, youngest son of President Taf t, was one of five students confirmed by the Right Rev. Renlamln
Brewster, bishop of western Colorado,
in Christ Episcopal church, Watertown,

Foot-Eas- e

size

one

Ladies can wear shoes
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet. It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
gives instant relief to corns and bun
ions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and soreapots.
It Is a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
it to break In new shoes. Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
e,

Stomalix
A Safe and Absolutely Harmlesi

Digestion Tonic
Prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a Physician, Surgeon and Pharmaceutist
of acknowledged standing.
Stomalix, already favorably known
to, and recommended by the medical

profession, is introduced to the public
as the best and safest treatment for
the cure of

Diseases of the Stomach
and Intestines
stimrelieving pain, aiding digestion,
ulating appetite and toning the entire
SyNo "alteration in the patient's usual
except in extreme
diet need be made,
'
cases.
Stomalix is gradual and benign in
its results, rendering the patient aa
well man, and not the vicmu of
drui? hubit. It is invaluable to brain
workers; it increases the capacity lor
children,
effort, corrects ailments ofand
'
old.
aud benefits both young
For Sale by all Druggists.

E. FOUGERA & CO.
New York.
Agents, U.S.

N. Y.
Chief of Police Sylvester of Washington Is fully determined that objec
tionable postal cards shall not be sold
in Washington. One arrest has al
ready been made, and the vendor of
the cards has been fined.
Rear Admiral Winfleld Soott Schlev.
of Santiago fame, and Rear Admiral
"Me Name Is Pat."
Charles D. Sigsbee, who was In com
mana ot tne Maine when she waa
humor but somewhat warm, and the blown up in Havana harbor, were re
sound of running watert, again attract- cently mustered into the order of
ed him. TMs time he brought con- United Spanish War Veterans.
sternation to the heart of a stout
President Taft, who made a brief
Irish lady by perching on the window stay in Cuba, on his way north from
sill of the bathroom and declaring his Panama, is the first president of the
sex while milady reveled in her bath. United States who ever visited Cuba.
She summoned her. husband to shoot Mr. Roosevelt was there in the brief
the intruder, but Pat Lenore discreetly occupation of Cuba by the American

disappeared.
Pat Lenore disturbed two other
women at thefr baths before he blundered into the apartment of John
street and
Kaiser at Thirty-seconwent to sleep on too of the piano.
There he was reclaimed by Mrs. Mcd

Dermott
Ban on Telephone Spooning.
Pittsburg, Pa. "Fire any employee
caught spooning over the telephone.
Fire any one who can be proved to
have spooned in the past over the
telephone and charged the tolls to the
city." This is the gist of an order
issued to' department heads by Mayor
W. A. Magee.

It cost the city of Pittsburg about
$12,000 in tolls for her city employees,
male and female, to spoon, over the

telephone wires last year. Hence the
order. Toung husbands must not even
call up their wives, either in working
hours or at lunch, over the city telephones. Under no condition are the
telephones to be used by any employee save on business for the city.

troops, but never went there as presl
dent.
The new torpedo boat destroyer Mo- Call tried out on the government test
ing range at the entrance to Dela
ware bay. made over 33 knot an hour,
This seems to prove that the oil burn
er is going to be a success on the sub
marines, the McCall being fitted up in
that way.
It Is Gen. Zachary Taylor's body ser
vants who are beginning to die off
now. George Washington Hill fcol
ored), said to be 101 years old, died
the other day. He was born in Savannah, Ga., and always declared that
he was Gen. Zachary Taylor's body ser
vant in Mexican war days..
The Washington school board Is fac
ing a troublesome proposition. It has
a very fine manual training school and
no teachers; that Is, not enough teachers. The salary of $800 a year is so
small that it seems impossible to obtain the class of men desired. It must
have a man teacher. There is not a
soul on the eligible list at present, and
the notice that there will be an examination for eligibles brought not a
slDgle applicant.
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UNCLE BEN,
ADVISER
The father, mother and as many of
the neighbors aa had been taken Into
their confidence were very much worried about the
daughter

Lena. She had been keeping company with, and was at last engaged to
Will Armstrong. Mr. Henderson had
not put his foot down in time. He
was a merchant and the idea that his
daughter should "take up with" a
clerk in another store and working
on a salary of $10 per week, angered
and humiliated him.
Things were at sixes and sevens
when Uncle Ben arrived. He was seventy years old and worth a thousand
dollars for every year of his age. Everyone looked up to Uncle Ben. He
was a great hand to advise. He made
a specialty of advising whenever opportunity offered. If a man had a
cow which only gave five quarts of
milk per day Uncle Ben would advise him that It was just aa easy to
have one which gave double the
amount He advised his neighbors
how to live in peace and unity young
men what sort of girls to pick out
girls what sort of fellows, and he
lived his life knowing that the great
world would sadly miss him when his
time came to go.
The old gentleman didn't wait two
days before tackling his job. He
didn't go to see the young man, as he
might have done. All young men
were alike. He first led oft on the
duty of children to their parents.
They must obey. What did a girl of
twenty, who had never churned or
made soft soap, know of human character? Right in his youthful breast
Will Armstrong might have the seeds
of murder and piracy. After marriage
they would grow and thrive like a lot
of burdocks, and it would eventually
be the gallows for htm. Yes, the gallows, and the wife would stand at
the foot of it with streaming eyes and
wish she had never been born. Then
the good Uncle Ben took up the commercial side of the case. Let it go
that they loved. Admit, for the sake
of argument that no murderous seeds
were waijing o blossom in William's
breast. He" was getting a salary of
$10 a week only $10. How far would
that go towards making a home? It
was easy to figure.
So much house
rent so much sugar, coffee, tea, flour
and butter. There might be 60 cents
a week over, but that would have to
go for rheumatic liniments and corn
cures.
After a talk lasting for hours, in
which the girl had very little to say,
Uncle Ben patted her on the shoulder
and observed:
"I am glad you see things my way,
dear. You are going to drop this
young man and be sensible."
"But I am not" she replied. "Un
less he dies or backs out we shall
be married."
"Then you can't think I know
much."
"Not about girls. When they love
and wed they are willing to do with
very little tea and coffee. Will and I
shall get along. You are a dear old
uncle, but when It comes to choosing
a husband let a girl alone."
"Look here, Lena," replied the old
man after some thought, "you are my
favorite niece. I don't want to see
you go to the poorhouse, nor weeping
at the foot of the gallows. Send this
young man about his business. If you
will do this I'll agree to put $5,000 in
the bank for you against a marriage
with somebody In your station."
"Not for sale, Uncle Ben!"
Uncle Ben had no more to say to
her. She refused to follow his advice
and Was therefore to be considered a
lost soul. His advice to the parents
was:
"Say no more. Let her make her
bed and He in it"
And his anger and outraged dignity
would not permit him to say more at
the time. It was known to the fam
ily three days later, however, that he
proposed to hunt up the homeliest
girl In the county and make her a
present ot the money he had offered
to his niece.
Ten days passed, and then the
weeping Mrs. Henderson announced
that Lena was not In her room. She
had not gone to bed for the night
She had fled by way of the window
and the roof of the woodshed. That
she and Will Armstrong had eloped
there was little doubt
On the fifth day Uncle Ben took a
stroll around the village and stepped
into a grocery to get two cents' worth
of bark cinnamon to chew on. He
was waited' upon by a
young man. He asked questions and
they were answered so courteously
and intelligently and the young man
seemed so very much alive to things
that the adviser patted him on the
shoulder and said:
"Young man, you are Just what I
was at your age, and I am now worth
over $70,000. Keep right on."
"Uncle Ben, this Is my husband
Mr. Will Armstrong," said a voice at
his elbow, and he turned to confront
his smiling niece.
There was a long minute to embar
raising silence, and then the old man
replied:
"You come across to the bank with
me this minute."
"But why? I didn't take your ad
vice."
"And that's exactly why, and I'm
going to make It $10,000 Instead of

"Let me tell you, gentlemen." said
the earnest vegetarian, who was lecturing before the Butchers" association, "that there Is more energy contained In a single banana than there
la in five pounds of the best beefsteak.".
Instantly a storm of protesting and
derisive hisses broke forth from the
Indignant audience. But above the
noisy rasp could be beard the stenindig
torian voice of a
vidual shouting: "The man is right!
The man is right! But he falls to
allow enough energy for the fruit I
know from my own personal experi
ence that a mere fraction of the outside of a banana contains sufficient en
ergy to take the best wrestler in the
world off his feet"
husky-lookin-

Foolish Question.
When he responded to the knock ou
the door he had an Infant In either
arm and there were grease spots on
his cheeks which showed that he bad
been preparing the noonday meal.
"I'm getting up a directory of all the
suffragettes in town," explained the
visitor. "Is your wife a suffragette V
And the weary husband rescued the
ends of his mustache from the playful
children.
"Doesn't It look like It?" he said,
'
meekly.
Quite True.
"What do you think that madcap
Gladys said when I persuaded her to
read Dante's 'Inferno' to improve her
teste?"
"What was it?"
"That it was such a pity there were
no postcards In those days, for pictures of Dante's Journey would have
been such hot stuff."

g

pc.-lo-
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Shlllally.
shillelagh, which showed at
Louth that it has not entirely lost Its
old Importance aa a factor In deciding
elections, is no raw limb of a tree. It
is almost as much a work ot art as a
well balanced cricket bat The old
shillelaghs were as carefully looked
after by their loving owners as Is a
rifle in the wilds. Cut from the sturdiest of the young blackthorns, and
showing as little taper as an ebony
ruler, it was weighted with lead or
iron at the end nearest the grip, so
that its center of gravity was about
s
of the way from the bitting
end. When properly seasoned by being kept in the neighborhood ot the
farm oven for a few months, it became a thing ot supple steel. And
the proper pronunciation of the name
of this fearsome weapon' is the melodious one of "shill-ally,- "
with the accent on the "ail." London Chronicle.
The

four-fifth-

Saving Them for Her Funeral.
Her Suspicious.
The wife of a prominent southern
"What makes vou so dissatisfied statesman tells a story of her ancient
with your bonnet?"
colored cook, who took a liking to
"I'm afraid It doesn't look well on every article of apparel in her misme.
tress' wardrobe. It was "please give
"What in the world makes you think me this" and "please give me that"
until the lady took a trip to St Louis
that?"
"Everv woman I know savs It looks and laid In a generous supply of hosJust lovely on me."
iery and underwear and outer garments for the old mammy. The gifts
were received with gratitude, but
Usht en Anelsr.i Csys.
Until recently the exploration ot presently the cook was at her old
asking for stockings, aprons
the Sudan was Impossible, owing to tricks,
the attitude of the natives, but last and wrappers. "What did you do
with all those
I brought you
year the excavations of Meroe, the from St. Louis?"things
demanded her emv
ancient capital of Ethiopa, was commenced. Perhaps the most Important ployer.
"Why, mlssie," answered the womresult of the early work will be the
use them things. Not
addition of Ethiopian to our knowl- an, "I couldn't am
for nothing. I
saving them all to
which
have
of
ceased
languages
edge
to exist A large number of inscrip- be burled In."
tion in hieroglyphic and cursive writing have been found, and it has bee?
Every man expects to strike it rich
discovered that the unknown language
is based on an alphabetical system- - some day.
a circumstance which will make the
deciphering of the inscriptions much
easier than waa the case with the Hit-tit- e
language, which has occupied Pro.
feasor Sayce 30 years.
Making

Shock Alarmed Glasgow.
Severe earthquake shocks aFe rare
In Scotland and therefore the districts
surrounding Glasgow were thrown into a state of considerable alarm last
week following a sudden jar and upheaval which lasted for a few seconds.
The inhabitants rushed from their
houses into the streets, thinking at
first that the shocks were caused by
an explosion at a gasworks. No serious damage was done, although the
earth tremors caused many gas mag
ties to break. Buildings in Glasgow
were shaken, crockery was rattled,
and the girls in the telephone exchanges were alarmed by many bells
being set ringing. The same area
was shaken in 1888.
ONLY ONE

The Record

In

East Las Vegas Is a

Unique One
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Orange Cake,

three tablespoons
butter, two eggs, half cup orange
Juice, grated rlnd of one orange, one
and one-hal-f
cups flour, one and one-hateaspoons baking powder. Cream
butter, add sugar, beat, add eggs unbeaten, beat thoroughly, add orange
Juice, then the flour sifted with the
baking powder. Bake In gem pans
and roll in powdered sugar while
One cup sugar,

lf

warm.

r- -'

.J

Potato Omelet.
j
nil, larra runful of mashed DOtS4
to, one heaping teaepoonful of flour,
one level teaspoonful of salt, three
eggs, having the whites and yolks
beaten separately, one-nacupim wt
parsley J
milk and a little
Pour in a hot. buttered pan, brownl
lightly and serve hot
u

finely-mince-

d

-
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To Improve Apple Sauce.

Varr aour annles used for sauce or

In pies will assume a very delicious
oppea
and spicy flavor if a few
dates are added to them.

Nasal Ctvtarrh
MRS.

E. KARBERG
EASY TO

SAYS

GET

RID

IT

IS

OF.

"A bad case of catarrh was cured
for me by the use of HYOMEI. The

trouble affected my head, nose and
eyes, and was very annoying and disagreeable, and the cure, from the use
of HYOMEI, was very gratifying. HYOMEI has from me a strong recommend and endorsement." Mrs. E,
Karberg, 213 Kingsley St, Ann Arbor,
Mich., Nov. 16, 1908.
HYOMEI
(pronounced

Hlgh-o-me- )

cures catarrh, because It gets where
the germs are, and destroys them. It
Is made of Australian eucalyptus, mix
ed with other healing antiseptics.
When breathed over the Irritated
membrane, It gives relief in two min
utes.
Used regularly for a few weeks It
will build up and heal the germ Infested membrane and drive out catarrh.
If vou own a small Hyomei pocket
inhaler, you can get a bottle of HYO
MEI at druggists everywhere, or at
E. G. Murphey'B for only 50 cents. If
you do not own a Hyomei Inhaler, ask
for a complete outfit, the price Is
$1.00
It Is guaranteed to cure catarrh, coughs, colds, croup or soro
throat, or money back.

DISEISE

About twenty years ago I began to break out with Eczema on xuy
head, legs and arms, and commenced treatment with the local doctors,
but did not get much relief. I continued to treat the disease nnder
the direction of different physicians for two years, aud at the end of
I then quit them aad
that time they said the disease was chronic.
tried various ointments, salves, lotions, etc., for another two years,
but soon I was as bad off as before, so I finally decided to let medicine
alone, and for twelve or thirteen years I suffered intensely from the
Eczema. During the time T lost about half of my hair. At last I be- gan S. S. S., doubtful of a cure, because the disease had run on so long,
but I soon .discovered that your medicine was doing me good, and
continued to take it After taking S. S. S. for awhile I was completely
cured of the Eczema, not having a single spot left on my body, which
I waited
before was almost completely covered with the eruption.
until the Spring to see if it would return, but have seen no signs of it,
and am satisfied the cure is permanent It has been several yenrs now
and I do not believe I will ever have any return of the trouble.
P.C.NORFOLK.
1017 Hackberry St., Ottumwa, Iowa.

,

Norfolk it can do for every one who is
He is just one of the many thousands
who have cured themselves by the simple process of purifying the
blood and removing the cause from the circulation. We want you to
be cured if you have ahy skin trouble, and shall endeavor in this short
talk to tell you just why S. S. S. will accomplish the desired result.
The skin is composed of two distinct layers. One is known as the
epidermis or outer skin, which has no fibres, and serves principally as
a covering to the body. The other is known as the derma or true skin,
and is composed of elastic fibres, fat tissue, glands, lymphatics, nerves,
etc. The thousands of tiny veins and arteries with which this lower
section is interlaced, supplies the cuticle with healthful properties from
the circulation to keep the skin smooth and healthy. We can therefore
readily see how necessary it is for the blood to be pure if the skin
remain free from disease, and also why humors and acids in the circulation always find their way to the surface and cause skin affections.
All skin troubles are due to a humor or acid in the blood. Instead
of supplying rich, nutritive properties to the cuticle, the circulation
constantly deposits an acrid impurity into the sensitive fibres and tissues. This causes inflammation of the under layer of the skin which'
splits or breaks the thin outer tissue and causes an ulceration of the
glands, producing a discharge upon the surface, in the form of Eczema,
Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc. There is likewise a dry form of skin disease
such as Acne, Psoriasis, etc. In these varieties the humor in the blood
diseases the pores, hair follicles, etc., causing them to swell and
protrude to the outer surface. Pimples, rashes, eruptions and like
troubles are all due to impure blood, and only a blood purifier can cure
them. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., will perhaps afford some temporary relief from the itching, and assist in keeping the skin clean, but
such treatment can have no effect on the humors In the blood, and
therefore never do any permanent good.
S. S. S. cures Skin diseases of every kind by neutralizing the acids
and removing the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
circulation, builds it up to its normal strength and thickness,
multiplies its rich, nutritious corpuscles, and adds to its purity and
nourishing qualities in every way. Then the skin, instead of being
irritated and inflamed by fiery humors and acids, is nourished, soothed
and softened by a plentiful supply of rich, pure blood. S. S. S. is the
greatest of all blood purifiers and therein lies its ability to cure skin
diseases. It cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples, boils,
rashes and all eruptions of the cuticle. These troubles cannot remain
when the cause has been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove
to all
the cause by purifying the blood. Book on Skin Diseases L
vho write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLAIiTA. GA.

What S. S. S. did for Mr.
If the reader has a "bad back" or
afflicted
with a Skin Disease.
relief
is
any kidney ill and looking for

and cure, better depend on the only
remedy endorsed by people you inow.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve quickly
cure permanently. East Las Vegas
citizens testify to this". Here Is a
case of it:
H. H. Closeon, 408 Grand avenue,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I
take just as much pleasure in recommending Doan's Kidney Pills today as
I did when I gave a public statement
in their favor in January 1907. About
a year ago 1 had occasion to take
Doan's kidney Pills, there being a
soreness across my kidneys and trouble from the kidney secretions. This
remedy relieved me as promptly aa
before, Years ago I began to suffer
from pains In my back and I attributed the trouble to an injury. If I
worked hard or brought any strain on
my loins, my back pained me severely
and the least cold I caught settled in
my kidneys, making my back so lame
and painful that I was hardly able to
get about I tried plasters and liniments, but my efforts for relief were
unavailing until I commenced taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured from
the Center Block Pharmacy. They
proved effective from the first and
lived up to every claim made for
them."
$5,000!"
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Complicated Politics.
New York, sole agento for the United
"I thought you had things fixed?"
"Well, the other side corrupted the States.
ludzes and got a fair count."
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
smart-lookin-

Novels of Today and the Past.
The longest novels ot today are pigmies compared with those published
In the seventeenth century. Mile, ds
Scudery's "Le Grande Cyrus" ran into
ten volumes, its publication being
spread over five years. And when it
was translated, or. to quote the title
page, "Englished by a Person of Honor," it appeared in five folio volumes,
ot some 500 pages apiece. Another
novelist ot the same
La
was even more diffuse, one
of hla works, "Cleopatra," extending
over 23 volumes. These novels found
plenty of readers, despite their enormous length. The Paris publisher of
"Le Grand Cyrus" made ,100.000
crowns by the first edition alone.
Nearly all the works ot Scudery and
Calprenede were translated into English as soon as they appeared, and
many of them into German as well.
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IFitqgId TassUo
YOUNG CARROTS

.

Lunch every morning at

GREEN BEANS

10

at Long's Buffet

Green Vegetables

reenberger's

Hlnutes Walk '
Hay Save You $5.00

o'clock

Tho Homo

Wn. ILFELD, Agent
PHONE

LUDWIQ

FINE CLOTHING

MAIN 379

Your Get in Your Spring Suit

that the market affords
Try White Kitchen meals.
The place that is clean.

AT

'THE STORE

Another

IKE

OF

2B

earth-soaki-

crop-savin-

n

Regular communication of Chap
The early closing idea which made
cent. man
lodge No. 2, A. F. &' A. M. Thurs some progress in Las Vegas during
day evening at 7:30 o'clock sharp. the summer months last year will
Work in the P. C. and M. M. degrees probably become more
popular this

pour continued durine the nic-ha. The Ladies'. Aid of the First BaDtist
cording to the Normal rain guago the church will meet
tomorrow afternoon
iouu precipitation was .3 Inches
.
,
A. Aft
at t.ov
ociock at tne home of Mrs
upton Hayes, 927 Fourth street All
Tony Faust draujrht beer is on ton members are Invited to be present.
at the Opera Bar. and la one r
finest draught beers served over
Try White Kitchen meals, 25 cents
any The
bar in the city.
place that is clean.
t
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m

A
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FOR 30 DAYS

Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

H. J. Ryan yesterday received his

"The friend of the farmer" U th

utie that should be applied to Louis

Our Pride Flour
01.3O per Sack

Quality and Style with Low Price

summer. It is proposed to have all
rain occurred yesterday evening. Rain Visiting brethren welcome.
the stores close at least one after
fell heavily at, 6 o'clock and
Old Crow solid over the bar at noon each week at 4
for about twenty minutes.
o'clock, thus
following the example of manv eitiea
the streets Into rivers. A Kentle down. Long's Buffet.

DAVIS

ccmmissaom as

assistant adjutant general of the department of New Mexico
of the Grand Army of the Republic. The

C.

Itfeld. He might also be callwi rhl
Rainmaking Kid."
Every time he
drives his automobile outside the
city
iimita a big rain comes ud to eladdnn

of

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

Judge Clarence J. Roberts Is hear
ing civil cases in chambers In his office ton the plaza. Three small suits
were heard this morning. Judge oRb- UrU.axnarta,.to be here until the last
of the present week.

together with everything else in the line of

At

A Five

YOUNG BEETS AND TURNIPS
FANCY CUCUMBERS

ion

Refrigerators

The Ladies' Aldvof the Christian
church will meet 'with Mrs
w
Rose. J059 Sixth street, tomorrow sitter-noon
at 2:30 o'clock.

j

NEW CAULIFLOWER

WEDNESDAY. MAY 31,

throughout the country, where in some
instances the stores close an entire
afternoon each week. The baseball
fans are hoping that the early closing
mea wui take hold here, as that will
enable them to witness week-dabail
games, it has been suggested that
Saturday afternoon be selected for the
i o'clock closing, inasmuch as the
stores are open Saturdav at nleht
This would enable the baseball management to book games for Saturdav
ana Sunday, with some assurance of
i
ewuj patronage.

-

Economy,- united with HISh Quality and
plenty of Style Is a
rare Combination Indeed and this is
Especially True when

you get
the Latest Productions from such Reliable
Manufacturers as Hart,
Schaffner & Marx, Ederhelmer, stein A Co., and Michaels
Stem.
We cover Each Sale with an ABSOLUTE
Guarantee of Satisfaction
Both from the Manufacturer and From

y

otflce is an appointive one and has
considerable honor attached to It Mr
HARVEY'S OPEN NOW
Ryan Is a member of Sherman Post
tne rarmers heart
v. No.
u i. i UUJ
This
famous mountain resort is now
1, of the G. A. R. A. D. Higelns.
took Judge Roberts on a flshine trin
for
its 29th season. H. A Kar.
.
i
ready
also
j
a
member
of
the post, is comana succeeded in getting the court
rey will welcome the guests as of old.
mander
of
the
territorial
department Miss Burnham will
soaked.
see to their com
8:30 o'clock at the Taa. fort and enjoyment. Tenjs as usual.
at
Tonight
E. Barber expects to besrin in the
per ween, uamaere out each Wed
taneda hotel the annual dinner for the
near future the erection of the new
nesday and Saturday mortilnsr. return.
of
graduating
,lass
the
Normal
Unibridge on Gonzales street on the West
will be given bv the nlnmni Da ing Tuesdays and Frid?4's: fare J1
side. The bridge will make a great versity
each way. Leave orders at Murphey's
sociatlon of the school. Over 100
r.
store or Harris Real Estate of
improvement. It will be of the same sons will be seated at
drug
the tables. Gov- - fice.
width as the street, replacing the Dres- - ernor
William J. Mills.
ent narrow structure. The.street is
Hewett, Judge Clarence J. Roberts and
mucn usea Dy runeral processions and ev.
Father William O'Rvan of nn.
MESSAGE FROM SANTA FE
people on their way to the cemeteries ver, win be honored
Friends
and
guests,
wni
Duncan & Brown:
as well as by other drivers In automo
respond to toasts.
Tale
Two Cities a Ereat nicture.
of
biles and buggies. ThestnintiirA win
in tine shape. Acting great, photog-- 1
be built largely of steel
iron unrt
Try a dram of Old Taylor honrh
raphy good and clear. Showed it to
wfll be durable and
capable of sup at the Opera Bar. Served from
.
packed house last
All T.ns
bar
porting as Heavy a load as is likely rels on the bar.
should
see
Vegas
this
picture.
ever to be placed upon It.

GREENBERGER
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Talk to Ug About Tents
If you want Prlco couphd with
Quility
We can sell you in io Ounce Duck

7x9

Tents for $7.00
8 x 10 Tents for $9.00

10x12 Tents for $11.00
and so on.

W

nis-ht-

In commemoration of tho ir00t
JL
j
weeks, services will be held at Tem- pie Montefiore. Douglas avenue and
Ninth street, tomorrow nfcrllt a O
c clock. These services will
mark the
conclusion of the Sabbath
of the Temple, and awards
will be
maae to deserving pupils
during th0
services. All are cordially invited to
ana
e Sabbath school
chil
uren are requested to be
present.
vi-o

Positively no camping, fishing or
hunting allowed on our ranch.
C.
W. and F. J. Wesner.

ESTABLISHED 1876

ine iaie of Two Cities," which

Th

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

perhaps the greatest motion picture
film in existence, advertised for nrv- sentatlon at the opera house
tonight
ana tomorrow night, illustrates one of
the most important Droductlnna nt nn.
glish literature.
Dickens' "Tale of
Two Cities" is read in all the hteh
schools and academic deDartment
t
New Mexico. It is a delightful
story,
the narrative dealing with
of Terror" of the French revolution
The motion pictures no doubt will draw
big audiences, since they are of great
value to every person interested in
literature and history.

Little

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful procesS-- To
take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the
shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the
experience.

The Kareful Klothing Meaning Ko.
Phone
450
Vegas

614 Lincoln Avenue

Firch's Golden Wedding

l
--

a

uie wooa. Uirect from iHotm"6u,
uu. At tne Lobhv. nf
,

w

The Maroons will leavn s0t
,- Dawson where they will uaiuiuo; lor
play Sunday
' lne rast aggregation represent
ing the Colfax countv mini
They will be met at Maxwell and taken to Dawson in automnhtu.
r
day and Saturdav .Tim in
Dawson bunch will be here to
play re- xue Maroons will prac- ot this week
lCl&rth9 remainder
get In shape for Dawson.
The coal camp team
is fast and the
ocals are expecting a hard
game. The

,.,

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
A

Is

Chick
Food
and Plenty
of it.

Lbe5t0
oeiore

-

iUUS

they will
an
opportunity towttnf-..-!I- e
Jn
.
wiuuooM
iwia a rast
team.

For me Best Meats, Kansas City or

Your Curtains
This Spring

;i

Always get the fco.
ttt woiette'g
harho, ouup,

Las Vegas Steam Laundry-Phon- e
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JOHNSEN

COAL

A JD

Anthracite

Coal, all

sizes-Ste-

am

to

Don't Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper-Subscr- ibe
Today for
15he Optic and Have
One of rYour Own

Try It

onager of

RETAIL PRICES

who
,reCOr1 Catch
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GROCER.
excel
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Wood and Kindling

Coal-Sa- wed

21

at Pecos.

f,S.h,ng

Is beUeved

arousU

WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

StJXar.:::::;:L.

"sh

& SON

Screened and Lump Raton Corrlllos

200 lbs. to 1,000 lb.., Each
D,Uv
50 lbs. to 200 lbs..
Than 50 ,h.., Each

Native, call at the

AGUA

f the

reputation
un1e8tioned, has

USE

nZZ
PURA

-
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P
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COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the
Puritv
and Lasting Qaalitfes of Which Have
Made Las Vegas
Famous-Off- ice
701 Douglas Avenue

h"

visuZ

the catch made by the
g,r, an.

BOUCHER'S
Fresh Roasted

ORAAF & HAYWARD CO. MARKET

C.

Main 81.

John W. Harrl
the
is In th ,7

m'S

J.

Your curtains need laundering this spring. The usage they
have received and the dust
they have, absorbed during the
winter, makes them unfit to
hang the entire summer. Send
your curtains to us, when you
take them down and you will
be pleasantly surprised by their
appearance when we return
them. We wash them clean,
without damaging them; we
starch them" Just stiff enough-t- o
drape right and hold their
shape, and we dry them perfectly square, even and the exact size as when sent us.
You'll Like Our Work.

rw

'

Let usOLaunder

rnnf

Mr.

J. H. STEARNS

M. A. STANTON,
Mgr. Elks Theater.

Now Let Your Orders

For CABBAGE PLANTS Come

COFFEE

are ready for you whh the finest lot ot
plants
ever grown in this neck of the woods.
U-

Casseroles, Bean Pots, and Pie Plates
i

IN SILVER PLATE

We

or Phone Main 16

-

--
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-
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Perry Onion

Siofo Phono Main 462

&

Son

Ranch Phono Main 276
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